
9/8/2023

Inspections Between (inclusive): 8/1/2023 and 8/31/2023
Establishment Type Score

Bell County Public Health District

In / Out

Follow up 
Reqd.

Date Insp. 
Closed

No City

EPR MFO BELL COUNTY

8/10/2023 Permit 100 6:30 AM

7:30 AM
8/10/2023

  -   

HAUTE DOG MFO BELL COUNTY

8/15/2023 Permit 100 11:00 AM

11:30 AM
8/15/2023

  -   

KRAZY K'S FRIED KRABS AND MORE BELL COUNTY

8/16/2023 Permit 100 10:00 AM

11:00 AM
8/16/2023

  -   

LA PASADITA MFO BELL COUNTY

8/31/2023 Permit 100 10:30 AM

11:30 AM
8/31/2023

  -   

MegaBites Food Truck BELL COUNTY

8/22/2023 Permit 100 12:00 PM

1:00 PM
8/22/2023

  -   

MY MY MY GOODNESS MFO BELL COUNTY

8/24/2023 Permit 100 11:00 AM

12:00 PM
8/24/2023

  -   

SCOOPIN & SQUEEZIN MFO BELL COUNTY

8/9/2023 Permit 100 6:45 PM

7:30 PM
8/9/2023

  -   

SIMPLY PORK-FECTION! BELL COUNTY

8/25/2023 Permit 100 11:30 AM

12:30 PM
8/25/2023

  -   

YO'S WOODFIRED PIZZA BELL COUNTY

8/24/2023 Permit 100 12:00 PM

1:00 PM
8/24/2023

  -   
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9/8/2023

Inspections Between (inclusive): 8/1/2023 and 8/31/2023
Establishment Type Score

Bell County Public Health District

In / Out

Follow up 
Reqd.

Date Insp. 
Closed

ACADEMY

ACADEMY ELEMENTARY  8P 2R 204 NORTH HWY 95 76554

8/9/2023 Permit 100 8:00 AM

8:20 AM
8/9/2023

previous inspection (1/25/2023) required cleaning (general) in dishwash room:  
corrected

  -   

ACADEMY HIGH SCHOOL  8P 2R 602 EAST MAIN 76554

8/9/2023 Permit 100 9:15 AM

9:35 AM
8/9/2023

Note:  clean water scale buildup on cart used to hold baskets of pre-packaged 
condiments

  -   

ACADEMY MIDDLE SCHOOL  8P 2R 501 EAST MAIN 76554

8/9/2023 Permit 100 8:45 AM

9:15 AM
8/9/2023

from previous inspection of 1/25/2023:

29:  thermometer replacement repair required for dishmachine (final rinse).  This 
machine is due to be replaced within this fall semester and they have in placed temp. 
sensitive tape that is used to monitor the machine's sanitization in lieu of the 
thermometer.  This will be allowed as the machine will be replaced.

Correction Noted

  -   
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9/8/2023

Inspections Between (inclusive): 8/1/2023 and 8/31/2023
Establishment Type Score

Bell County Public Health District

In / Out

Follow up 
Reqd.

Date Insp. 
Closed

BARTLETT

BARTLETT SCHOOL  8P 2R 609 EAST BECKMAN 76511

8/17/2023 Permit 100 1:00 PM

1:30 PM
8/18/2023

note:  water at handwash sink (supply lines) not connected properly:  repair required.  
Sink does have water supply, but does not work properly (can be used).  corrected

  -   
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9/8/2023

Inspections Between (inclusive): 8/1/2023 and 8/31/2023
Establishment Type Score

Bell County Public Health District

In / Out

Follow up 
Reqd.

Date Insp. 
Closed

BELTON

BELL COUNTY EXPO (CADENCE BANK CENTER) 301 W. LOOP 121 76513

8/16/2023 Permit 100 9:00 AM

9:40 AM
8/17/2023

FROM PREVIOUS INSPECTION:  ALL CORRECTED 
concession 1:  42  clean ceiling vent
32  seal wood under soda area

stand 3:  42 clean vents, 32 seal wood under soda 

stand 4:  42  clean vents, 32 seal holes

pizza hut:  42 clean floors, clean vents, clean drain areas and around fill hole unde 
popcorn area

special events:  32 replace walk in cooler surfaces

  -   

BELTON EARLY CHILDHOOD SCHOOL  9P  4R 501 EAST 4TH 76513

8/29/2023 Permit 100 10:10 AM

10:25 AM
8/29/2023

  -   

BELTON HIGH SCHOOL   9P  4R 600 LAKE ROAD 76513

8/30/2023 Permit 100 9:30 AM

9:50 AM
8/30/2023

  -   

BELTON HIGH SCHOOL CULINARY ARTS   9P  4R 600 LAKE ROAD 76513

8/30/2023 Permit 100 9:15 AM

9:30 AM
8/30/2023

  -   

BELTON ISD WAREHOUSE  9P  4R 1220 HUEY ROAD 76513

8/23/2023 Permit 100 8:40 AM

9:00 AM
8/23/2023

  -   

BELTON MIDDLE SCHOOL   9P  4R 1704 SPARTA ROAD 76513

8/29/2023 Permit 100 8:55 AM

9:15 AM
8/29/2023

  -   

BRYN OAKS 410 N MAIN 76513

8/2/2023 Permit 0 11:35 AM

12:00 PM
8/2/2023

  -   

CHISHOLM TRAIL ELEMENTARY SCHOOL   9P  4R 1082 S WHEAT RD 76513

8/24/2023 Permit 100 10:10 AM

10:25 AM
8/24/2023

  -   

CORONAS DE ORO 219 EAST STREET 76513
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9/8/2023

Inspections Between (inclusive): 8/1/2023 and 8/31/2023
Establishment Type Score

Bell County Public Health District

In / Out

Follow up 
Reqd.

Date Insp. 
Closed

BELTON

CORONAS DE ORO 219 EAST STREET 76513

8/2/2023 Permit 6 9:50 AM

10:20 AM
8/2/2023

SCORE 94

PERMIT APPLICATION NOT ISSUED DUE TO REPETITIVE OCCURRENCE:  
REAR DOOR.

32/42 FROM PREVIOUS INSPECTION:  REPLACE RUSTED RACKS:  
CORRECTED

PAINT BARE WOOD ON STORAGE SHELVES:  CORRECTED

45/12:

Rear door on facility has not been repaired as required.  The door does not close 
completely and at the time of the inspection, there as a 3-4 inch gap.  There are also 
a lot of flies outside this door, though none inside.

The door was forceably closed, but only after the staff saw the inspector looking at it.  
This shows that employees, while there is a "method" to close, they are not doing it.  
Another employee used this door shortly after it was forceably closed, but the staff, 
once again did not use any method to keep door closed.

only two options remain:

eilther the door is replaced with a properly functioning door (screen door) or the solid 
back door will remain closed.

34/42:  large gnat presence in bar area due to lack of sanitation.  Clean all 
equipment/floors/walls and hang pest strips as needed.

Non-Food Contact surfaces clean  -   1

Physical facilities installed, maintained, clean  -   1

No Evidence of Insect contamination, rodent / other animals  -   1

Management and employees knowledge, responsibilities and reporting  -   3

8/11/2023 Violations Followup 98 8:50 AM

9:15 AM 8/14/202345/12:

Rear door on facility has not been repaired as required.  The door does not close 
completely and at the time of the inspection, there as a 3-4 inch gap.  There are also 
a lot of flies outside this door, though none inside.

The door was forceably closed, but only after the staff saw the inspector looking at it.  
This shows that employees, while there is a "method" to close, they are not doing it.  
Another employee used this door shortly after it was forceably closed, but the staff, 
once again did not use any method to keep door closed.

only two options remain:

eilther the door is replaced with a properly functioning door (screen door) or the solid 
back door will remain closed.  corrected

34/42:  large gnat presence in bar area due to lack of sanitation.  Clean all 
equipment/floors/walls and hang pest strips as needed.

repeated:

conditions have improved slightly, but lacked the detailed cleaning that would allow 
for a more efficient means to address presence of gnats.  There are conditions 
present that have not changed indicating that no effort was made to correct.  Permit 
application will be withheld until follow-up on 8/14/2023.  at that inspection it is 
expected that all surfaces and areas in the bar will be cleaned (as previously 
required) and that pest strips will be hung to capture live gnats and reduce numbers 
to allow sanitation measures to catch up with control measures.
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In / Out
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BELTON

CORONAS DE ORO 219 EAST STREET 76513

8/11/2023 Violations Followup 98 8:50 AM

9:15 AM 8/14/202345/12:

Rear door on facility has not been repaired as required.  The door does not close 
completely and at the time of the inspection, there as a 3-4 inch gap.  There are also 
a lot of flies outside this door, though none inside.

The door was forceably closed, but only after the staff saw the inspector looking at it.  
This shows that employees, while there is a "method" to close, they are not doing it.  
Another employee used this door shortly after it was forceably closed, but the staff, 
once again did not use any method to keep door closed.

only two options remain:

eilther the door is replaced with a properly functioning door (screen door) or the solid 
back door will remain closed.  corrected

34/42:  large gnat presence in bar area due to lack of sanitation.  Clean all 
equipment/floors/walls and hang pest strips as needed.

repeated:

conditions have improved slightly, but lacked the detailed cleaning that would allow 
for a more efficient means to address presence of gnats.  There are conditions 
present that have not changed indicating that no effort was made to correct.  Permit 
application will be withheld until follow-up on 8/14/2023.  at that inspection it is 
expected that all surfaces and areas in the bar will be cleaned (as previously 
required) and that pest strips will be hung to capture live gnats and reduce numbers 
to allow sanitation measures to catch up with control measures.

No Evidence of Insect contamination, rodent / other animals  -   1

Non-Food Contact surfaces clean  -   1

8/14/2023 Violations Followup 100 10:55 AM

11:00 AM
8/14/2023

34/42:  large gnat presence in bar area due to lack of sanitation.  Clean all 
equipment/floors/walls and hang pest strips as needed.

this item has been corrected to perfection.  Permit application is provided.

  -   

KID ZONE-BELTON 506 NORTH MAIN 76513

8/29/2023 Permit 100 3:00 PM

3:30 PM
8/29/2023

  -   

LAKE BELTON MIDDLE SCHOOL   9P  4R 8818 TARVER DRIVE 76513

8/24/2023 Permit 100 8:40 AM

8:50 AM
8/24/2023

  -   

LAKEVIEW BAPTIST CHURCH 7717 N HWY 317 76513

8/2/2023 Permit 0 11:00 AM

11:15 AM
8/2/2023

  -   

LAKEWOOD ELEMENTARY   9P  4R 11200 EAST FM 2305 76513

8/24/2023 Permit 100 8:50 AM

9:00 AM
8/24/2023
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BELTON

LAKEWOOD ELEMENTARY   9P  4R 11200 EAST FM 2305 76513

8/24/2023 Permit 100 8:50 AM

9:00 AM
8/24/2023

  -   

LEON HEIGHTS ELEMENTARY   9P  4R 1501 NORTH MAIN 76513

8/29/2023 Permit 100 8:20 AM

8:40 AM
8/29/2023

  -   

LUIGIS ITALIAN RESTAURANT - BELTON 2805 NORTH LOOP 121 STE#B 76513

8/1/2023 Permit 12 10:50 AM

12:40 PM 8/16/2023PERMIT APPLICATION WITHHELD UNTIL FOLLOW-UP DATE (8/16/2023)

SCORE 88

45/37:  Back door does not properly seas due to damage to threshold and edges of 
door that create gaps when door closes.  Repair as needed to provide proper 
required seal.

45:  kitchen floor tiles that are missing must be replaced or other sufficient repairs 
must be done to eliminate these issues.

45/33 water is leaking under the dishmachine at the booseter heater.  Repair/replace 
as necessary

32:  drty storage shelves have bare exposed wood and they are required to be sealed 
to allow proper cleaning.

shelves in walk in cooler are dirty with food particle build-up and significant rust.  
Clean racks as required; replace/repair as needed

42:  dough racks have guild up of food particle on them.  Clean racks as needed to 
prevent food build-up 

9: ice machine lid is broken/cracked and provides an opening when closed that 
exposes ice during storage to air-borne/fallout contmination.

37:  vent hood above stove and oven is dirty with build-up of dust and grease.  Clean 
as necessary to prevent contamination

42:  clean scale as needed (dirty)

37:  a/c vents in kitchen are dirty and require cleaning of built up dust/rust.  Repair or 
replace to create cleanable surfaces.

Warewashing Facilities; installed, maintained, used  -   2

Food separated and & protected, prevented during food preparation  -   3

Person in charge present, demonstration of knowledge, and CFM  -   2

Food and Non-food Contact surfaces cleanable, properly designed, and used  -   2

Environmental contamination  -   1

Non-Food Contact surfaces clean  -   1

Physical facilities installed, maintained, clean  -   1
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9/8/2023

Inspections Between (inclusive): 8/1/2023 and 8/31/2023
Establishment Type Score

Bell County Public Health District

In / Out

Follow up 
Reqd.

Date Insp. 
Closed

BELTON

LUIGIS ITALIAN RESTAURANT - BELTON 2805 NORTH LOOP 121 STE#B 76513

8/16/2023 Violations Followup 98 10:30 AM

10:50 PM
8/17/2023

permit applicaotn is issued  as all items have been corrected except 32:  bare wood 
shelves require sealing.  Pending next inspection's review.

PERMIT APPLICATION WITHHELD UNTIL FOLLOW-UP DATE (8/16/2023)

SCORE 88

45/37:  Back door does not properly seas due to damage to threshold and edges of 
door that create gaps when door closes.  Repair as needed to provide proper 
required seal.

45:  kitchen floor tiles that are missing must be replaced or other sufficient repairs 
must be done to eliminate these issues.

45/33 water is leaking under the dishmachine at the booseter heater.  Repair/replace 
as necessary

32:  drty storage shelves have bare exposed wood and they are required to be sealed 
to allow proper cleaning.  REPEAT

shelves in walk in cooler are dirty with food particle build-up and significant rust.  
Clean racks as required; replace/repair as needed

42:  dough racks have guild up of food particle on them.  Clean racks as needed to 
prevent food build-up 

9: ice machine lid is broken/cracked and provides an opening when closed that 
exposes ice during storage to air-borne/fallout contmination.

37:  vent hood above stove and oven is dirty with build-up of dust and grease.  Clean 
as necessary to prevent contamination

42:  clean scale as needed (dirty)

37:  a/c vents in kitchen are dirty and require cleaning of built up dust/rust.  Repair or 
replace to create cleanable surfaces.

Food and Non-food Contact surfaces cleanable, properly designed, and used  -   2

MILLER HEIGHTS ELEMENTARY   9P  4R 1110 FAIRWAY DRIVE 76513

8/24/2023 Permit 100 9:45 AM

10:00 AM
8/24/2023

  -   

NAMI JAPANESE STEAK & SUSHI 109 WEST AVENUE O #B 76513
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Inspections Between (inclusive): 8/1/2023 and 8/31/2023
Establishment Type Score

Bell County Public Health District

In / Out

Follow up 
Reqd.

Date Insp. 
Closed

BELTON

NAMI JAPANESE STEAK & SUSHI 109 WEST AVENUE O #B 76513

8/16/2023 Permit 96 10:00 AM

11:00 AM 8/30/2023PERMIT APPLICATION IS WITHHELD UNTIL FOLLOW-UP DATE OF 8/30/2023 
DUE TO CONDITIONS SURROUNDING HIBATCHI GRILL SANITAITON.

32/42/45:  hibatchi grills are dirty with excessive buildup on tables supporting grill, the 
grill itself, floors, walls and surrounding surfaces behind and under the grill area.  This 
issue has been addressed before and based on the cleaning schedule set by 
management, staff are apparently not adhering to the schedule (clean one grill each 
day of the week and then rotate back to beginning).  The amount of buildup and 
location of buildup, despite the facility having made the grills easier to move away 
from surrounding counters, indicates that staff are not following that schedule.  There 
was one grill that could not be moved because the shut of valve (gas) to grill could 
not be turned (frozen open) which means the staff have no way to pull grill away from 
enclosure.  

these grills are required to be cleaned under the following schedule:  2 grills cleaned 
each day for 3 consecutive days, then rotate back to orginal two.  There will be no 
exceptions to this, unless it is discovered that this schedule does not accomplish the 
level of sanitiation required.  

32/42:  interior wall of the hibatchi grill enclosures are bare, unsealed cement backing 
board (fireproof barrier required) that are very dirty.  The level of cleaning effort that 
might be required, along with the chemicals that might be required to remove soaked 
in grease, may damage wall.  At the very least these walls will require cleaning and 
then  sealing with a clear coat solution so the walls are easily cleanable.

42:  detailed deep cleaing required for buildup up accumulation under bar/sushi prep 
stations (all)

42/45:  clean floors/walls in kithen as necessary

45:  replace missing corner door trim where required

Physical facilities installed, maintained, clean  -   1

Food and Non-food Contact surfaces cleanable, properly designed, and used  -   2

Non-Food Contact surfaces clean  -   1
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In / Out

Follow up 
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Closed

BELTON

NAMI JAPANESE STEAK & SUSHI 109 WEST AVENUE O #B 76513

8/30/2023 Violations Followup 100 10:00 AM

10:15 AM
8/30/2023

all items corrected.  Permit application issued

PERMIT APPLICATION IS WITHHELD UNTIL FOLLOW-UP DATE OF 8/30/2023 
DUE TO CONDITIONS SURROUNDING HIBATCHI GRILL SANITAITON.

32/42/45:  hibatchi grills are dirty with excessive buildup on tables supporting grill, the 
grill itself, floors, walls and surrounding surfaces behind and under the grill area.  This 
issue has been addressed before and based on the cleaning schedule set by 
management, staff are apparently not adhering to the schedule (clean one grill each 
day of the week and then rotate back to beginning).  The amount of buildup and 
location of buildup, despite the facility having made the grills easier to move away 
from surrounding counters, indicates that staff are not following that schedule.  There 
was one grill that could not be moved because the shut of valve (gas) to grill could 
not be turned (frozen open) which means the staff have no way to pull grill away from 
enclosure.  

these grills are required to be cleaned under the following schedule:  2 grills cleaned 
each day for 3 consecutive days, then rotate back to orginal two.  There will be no 
exceptions to this, unless it is discovered that this schedule does not accomplish the 
level of sanitiation required.  

32/42:  interior wall of the hibatchi grill enclosures are bare, unsealed cement backing 
board (fireproof barrier required) that are very dirty.  The level of cleaning effort that 
might be required, along with the chemicals that might be required to remove soaked 
in grease, may damage wall.  At the very least these walls will require cleaning and 
then  sealing with a clear coat solution so the walls are easily cleanable.

42:  detailed deep cleaing required for buildup up accumulation under bar/sushi prep 
stations (all)

42/45:  clean floors/walls in kithen as necessary

45:  replace missing corner door trim where requi

  -   

NOMADS 2502 LAKE ROAD 76513

8/30/2023 Permit 99 8:50 AM

9:20 AM
8/30/2023

42:  CLEAN BUILDUP ON REACH IN COOLER FAN:  REPEAT/ repeat 8/302023

Non-Food Contact surfaces clean  -   1

PIRTLE ELEMENTARY   9P  4R 719 SOUTH PEA RIDGE ROAD 76513

8/24/2023 Permit 100 8:20 AM

8:30 AM
8/24/2023

  -   

SOL DE JALISCO - BELTON 2100 NORTH MAIN 76513
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In / Out
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Date Insp. 
Closed

BELTON

SOL DE JALISCO - BELTON 2100 NORTH MAIN 76513

8/28/2023 Permit 96 10:20 AM

10:50 AM
8/28/2023

from inspection of 9/12/2022:

42:  clean surface of hot unit above serve-through window in kitchen.  OK

45:  replace torn walk in cooler door gasket.  REPEAT

42/45:  repair splash guard around hand sink.  It is severly rusted, dirty and cannot be 
cleaned

32/42:  duct tape being used to attach vinyl cover on counter at  wait station and 
being used to hold parts of chest cooler handles/door together.  This is a prohibited 
material for this purpose as it cannot be kept clean.  Currently it is dirty.

42:  clean can storage rack
clean a/c intake vent above cutting board table in back prep room

clean a/c vents/ceilings as/where needed

clean floor under and around deep fryer of accumulated grease

clean walk in cooler fan unit and fan guards.

Physical facilities installed, maintained, clean  -   1

Food and Non-food Contact surfaces cleanable, properly designed, and used  -   2

Non-Food Contact surfaces clean  -   1

SONIC - CENTRAL 814 EAST CENTRAL AVE 76513
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9/8/2023

Inspections Between (inclusive): 8/1/2023 and 8/31/2023
Establishment Type Score

Bell County Public Health District

In / Out

Follow up 
Reqd.

Date Insp. 
Closed

BELTON

SONIC - CENTRAL 814 EAST CENTRAL AVE 76513

8/15/2023 Complaint Followup 100 3:30 PM

4:15 PM
8/17/2023

allegations:

Caller makes the following allegations:
While parked in the stall she could see directly into the 
building.
She observed an employee sitting and eating her food in 
the food prep area.
She observed the employee licking her fingers.
The employee then delivered the food to the 
complaintant she did not wash her hands.

INVESTIGATION:

employees have designated area for eating/drinking and 
is approved by TFER standards.  Did not oberved any 
conditions that contradict improper eating/drinking in 
areas otherwise unapproved.

witnessed several employees properly washing hand 
as/when/and where needed.  Observed proper glove 
use.

spoke with GM and AGM about the what was alleged to 
have been observed with regards to specific employee 
and "licking her fingers".  Nothing like that observed at 
this time.  GM/AGM will have a conversation with staff 
regarding this allegation and especially since break area 
is very visible to public.

no further actions required.  

these items were shown as corrected from 4/3/2023:

42:  clean backside of coffee maker
45:  replace missing wall tile by sink in grill area

  -   

SOUTH BELTON MIDDLE SCHOOL   9P  4R 805 SAGEBRUSH 76513

8/24/2023 Permit 100 9:25 AM

9:40 AM
8/24/2023

  -   

SOUTHWEST ELEMENTARY   9P  4R 702 SOUTH CONNELL 76513

8/29/2023 Permit 100 9:40 AM

10:00 AM
8/29/2023

  -   
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Inspections Between (inclusive): 8/1/2023 and 8/31/2023
Establishment Type Score

Bell County Public Health District

In / Out

Follow up 
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BELTON

SPARTA ELEMENTARY   9P  4R 1800 SPARTA ROAD 76513

8/29/2023 Permit 100 9:15 AM

9:55 AM
8/29/2023

  -   

STONEY BROOK ASSISTED LIVING 500 RIVER FAIR BLVD 76513

8/1/2023 Permit 5 2:50 PM

3:50 PM
8/2/2023

SCORE:  95

From previous inspection 8/2022

32/42/45: FLOORS THAT ARE NO LONGER SEALED REQUIRE 
REPAIR/REPLACEMENT-THIS HAS BEEN AN ONGOING ISSUE & IS REQUIRED 
TO BE REPAIRED-THEY CAN NO LONGER BE CLEANED PROPERLY.   Repeat, 
however, they have provided bid paperwork showing that the floor repairs will begin 
as soon as that process has begun.  Will follow up on next inspection.

41:  Bulk food items that are out of original packaging/container and stored in bulk 
bins must be labeled with common name of item unles the item is readily recognized 
(beans, rice, etc.).

Physical facilities installed, maintained, clean  -   1

Non-Food Contact surfaces clean  -   1

Food and Non-food Contact surfaces cleanable, properly designed, and used  -   2

Original container labeling (Bulk Food)  -   1

TARVER ELEMENTARY SCHOOL   9P  4R 7949 STONEHOLLOW DRIVE 76513

8/31/2023 Permit 100 9:30 AM

9:40 AM
8/31/2023

  -   

UMHB 900 College St 76513

8/14/2023 Permit 100 9:45 AM

10:30 AM
8/14/2023

from 8/18/22:

#10: ICE MACHINE-BUILDUP CLEAN.
#42: OVEHEARD SURFACES-SPRAY AREAS-PREP AREAS, ETC THROUGHOUT 
FACILITY.
  
corrected

  -   

WASKOW NEW TECH HIGH SCHOOL   9P  4R 304 NORTH BLAIR 76513

8/29/2023 Permit 100 10:25 AM

10:40 AM
8/29/2023

  -   
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Inspections Between (inclusive): 8/1/2023 and 8/31/2023
Establishment Type Score

Bell County Public Health District

In / Out

Follow up 
Reqd.

Date Insp. 
Closed

HARKER HEIGHTS

BARNES & NOBLE CAFÉ 201 E CTE, SUITE 1100 76548

8/9/2023 Permit 99 1:50 PM

2:30 PM
8/10/2023

42:  dirt buildup underneath counters and cabinets requires cleaning

Non-Food Contact surfaces clean  -   1

BEST WESTERN 511 PAN AMERICAN DR 76548

8/22/2023 Permit 98 8:15 AM

8:40 AM
8/22/2023

22:  must update and get new food handler certification for staff

Food handler / no unathorized persons / personnel  -   2

CEFCO #86 500 EAST FM 2410 76548

8/9/2023 Permit 99 2:35 PM

3:10 PM
8/10/2023

42:  floor areas where soda syrup station is are dirty and sticky and require cleaning

Non-Food Contact surfaces clean  -   1

CHEDDARS CASUAL CAFÉ 201 E CENTRAL TX EXPY 76548

8/17/2023 Permit 100 10:30 AM

10:55 AM
8/17/2023

  -   

DISCOVERY LEARNING CENTER 2314 INDIAN TRAIL 76548

8/11/2023 Permit 100 8:15 AM

8:30 AM
8/11/2023

  -   

HARKER HEIGHTS EARLY HEAD STAR 120 SOUTH HARLEY 76548

8/8/2023 Permit 100 8:40 AM

8:55 AM
8/8/2023

  -   

HARKER HEIGHTS HEADSTART 200 SOUTH HARLEY 76548

8/8/2023 Permit 100 9:00 AM

9:10 AM
8/8/2023

  -   

LONE STAR SALOON 1506 E. VMB 76548

8/24/2023 Routine 98 1:00 PM

1:30 PM
8/25/2023

32:  hand wash sink legs are not a cleanable surface and are required to be.  Legs 
should be sealed to meet this standards (paint/clearcoat)

Food and Non-food Contact surfaces cleanable, properly designed, and used  -   2

MCDONALDS - INDIAN TRAIL 630 INDIAN TRAIL 76548

8/3/2023 Permit 0 9:45 AM

10:10 AM
8/3/2023

  -   

MICKEYS #8 552 W. VMB 76548
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9/8/2023

Inspections Between (inclusive): 8/1/2023 and 8/31/2023
Establishment Type Score

Bell County Public Health District

In / Out

Follow up 
Reqd.

Date Insp. 
Closed

HARKER HEIGHTS

MICKEYS #8 552 W. VMB 76548

8/8/2023 Permit 100 9:20 AM

9:55 AM
8/9/2023

42:  clean ceiling ans dides of the walk in cooler units.  

clean walk in beer cooler floor of trash and debris

defrost ice buildup in ice cream freezer

clean soda dispenser to include build-up in the ice dispenser components of this 
equipment.

  -   

MONARCH JR @HEIGHTS 2315 INDIAN TRAIL 76548

8/7/2023 Permit 100 1:00 PM

1:30 PM
8/9/2023

  -   

OASIS BINGO 715 EDWARDS DRIVE 76548

8/10/2023 Permit 100 9:50 AM

10:10 AM
8/15/2023

  -   

PALMERAS TEX-MEX 201 E CTE STE 1460 76548

8/17/2023 Permit 92 2:00 PM

2:30 PM
8/18/2023

7:  observed two lemons in case in walk in cooler. Lemons were severly moldy.  
Removed.  No other lemons showed this conditon COS

10:  slicer is dirty with dried up/old food.  The slicer was not used today indicating this 
is the condition it was left from prevous day.  Periodic and mandatory wash rinse 
sanitize procedures must be adhered to especially when the item is to be shut down 
for operations.  COS.

42:  clean under and around various equipment as and where needed at grill

clean racks used to store pots/pans/large utensils in dishwash room

45:  replace/clean/repair walk in cooler racks (rusted).

Physical facilities installed, maintained, clean  -   1

Non-Food Contact surfaces clean  -   1

Food contact surfaces and returnables; cleaned and sanitized  -   3

Food and ice obtained from approved source; good condition, safe  -   3

PFEIFERS BAKERY 716 INDIAN TRAIL 76548

8/10/2023 Permit 100 10:20 AM

10:45 AM
8/15/2023

  -   

PHO-4-U 480 E. FM 2410, STE #400 76548
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9/8/2023

Inspections Between (inclusive): 8/1/2023 and 8/31/2023
Establishment Type Score

Bell County Public Health District

In / Out

Follow up 
Reqd.

Date Insp. 
Closed

HARKER HEIGHTS

PHO-4-U 480 E. FM 2410, STE #400 76548

8/1/2023 Permit 2 10:20 AM

10:45 AM
8/1/2023

SCORE 98

42:  clean a/c vents and adjoining ceiling tiles as and where needed

42 clean tray racks as needed

45:  repair damaged floor tiles:  recommend epoxy based cement patch

Non-Food Contact surfaces clean  -   1

Physical facilities installed, maintained, clean  -   1

SMART BEGINNINGS LEARNING CENTER 611 SOUTH ANN BLVD 76548

8/30/2023 Permit 100 9:35 AM

9:50 AM
8/31/2023

  -   

SO NATURAL ORGANIC RESTAURANT & MARKET 706 EDWARDS DR, STE G 76548

8/22/2023 Permit 100 2:50 PM

3:15 PM
8/23/2023

  -   

TEXAS TYKES ACADEMY, INC 1700 FM 2410 76548

8/4/2023 New Ownership Permit 100 8:35 AM

9:15 AM
8/8/2023

Note:  not going to have food prep at this time...pending future use, but for now, not 
applicable.

  -   

TROPICAL SMOOTHIE CAFÉ 300 E CTE SUITE 400 76548

8/9/2023 Permit 100 3:15 PM

3:40 PM
8/10/2023

  -   
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9/8/2023

Inspections Between (inclusive): 8/1/2023 and 8/31/2023
Establishment Type Score

Bell County Public Health District

In / Out

Follow up 
Reqd.

Date Insp. 
Closed

HOLLAND

HOLLAND SCHOOL  8P 2R 100 ROSE LANE 76534

8/17/2023 Permit 100 1:50 PM

2:15 PM
8/18/2023

42:  minor cleaning required for walk in cooler floor and wheels on rolling racks in this 
cooler (from 1/25/23:  corrected)

  -   
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9/8/2023

Inspections Between (inclusive): 8/1/2023 and 8/31/2023
Establishment Type Score

Bell County Public Health District

In / Out

Follow up 
Reqd.

Date Insp. 
Closed

KILLEEEN

POOH'S CREATIVE LEARNING CENTER 2904 TRIMMIER #5 76542

8/8/2023 Permit 100 1:40 PM

2:00 PM
8/9/2023

  -   

8/10/2023 Permit 100 8:20 AM

8:30 AM
8/10/2023

  -   
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9/8/2023

Inspections Between (inclusive): 8/1/2023 and 8/31/2023
Establishment Type Score

Bell County Public Health District

In / Out

Follow up 
Reqd.

Date Insp. 
Closed

KILLEEN

440 MART 1704 OLD FM 440 RD 76549

8/9/2023 Permit 96 9:50 AM

10:35 AM
8/10/2023

42:  Dr. Pepper reach in cooler has mold on drink racks and shelves and requires 
cleaning

coca- cola cooler has soda spatter on inside back of unit and requires cleaning

7 up reach in cooler requires cleaning on bottom shelf of dirt and buildup

clean moldy shelving on other coolers as needed

egg/meat reach in cooler is moldy on outside facing the same cooler as above

the walkin beer cooler exhast fan guards are dirty and require cleaning

floor is dirty in mop sink area and requires cleaning/beverage cases sitting direclty on 
the ground and must be 6 inches or more above the ground

45:  mop sink area outside beer coler is missing a portion of the ceiling directly above 
the mop sink.  Replace missing tile

44:  in the soda connection closet, there is trash on the floor and it is being used to 
store numerous items such as full and empty co2 containers, equipment, and random 
items that are thrown into the closet.  Area requires cleaning, organizing to eliminate 
clutter, and easily accessible to properly and in a low risk manner, change soda syrup 
and co2 containers without risk of contamination.  

46:  toilet facilities are not properly stocked:  no paper towels or hand dryer for use 
after washing hands

Service sink or curb cleaning facility provided/ Toilet Facilities clean  -   1

Non-Food Contact surfaces clean  -   1

Garbage and Refuse properly disposed; facilities maintained  -   1

Physical facilities installed, maintained, clean  -   1

BAMBINOS CHILD CARE 2802 ILLINIOS 76543

8/15/2023 Permit 100 1:50 PM

2:15 PM
8/18/2023

  -   

BJ LUCKY MART 1511 S. FT HOOD 76542

8/16/2023 Permit 93 9:30 AM

10:20 AM
8/18/2023

31:  Hand sink behind counter and in restroom are not properly supplied with towels.  
Proper hand drying devices are required at hand wash stations.  COS

42:  walk in beer cooler has dust collecting on fan unit.  Cleaning required.  Dust also 
collecting on ceiling that requires cleaning.  This cooler's floors also required attention 
and cleaning (debris/trash)

43:  walk in beer cooler lacks adequate lighting:  there are missing bulbs and 
inoperable light fixtures that require replacement/repair.  

45/46/44:  physical facilities allow for areas to fall into and harbor dirt, debris, trash 
and dead crickets. These areas are underneath shelves, in the walk in cooler and 
other areas through the facility.  The rest room trash can is overflowing and requires 
attention.

Adequate handwashing facillities; Accessible and properly supplied, used  -   2

Service sink or curb cleaning facility provided/ Toilet Facilities clean  -   1

Physical facilities installed, maintained, clean  -   1
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9/8/2023

Inspections Between (inclusive): 8/1/2023 and 8/31/2023
Establishment Type Score

Bell County Public Health District

In / Out

Follow up 
Reqd.

Date Insp. 
Closed

KILLEEN

BJ LUCKY MART 1511 S. FT HOOD 76542

8/16/2023 Permit 93 9:30 AM

10:20 AM
8/18/2023

31:  Hand sink behind counter and in restroom are not properly supplied with towels.  
Proper hand drying devices are required at hand wash stations.  COS

42:  walk in beer cooler has dust collecting on fan unit.  Cleaning required.  Dust also 
collecting on ceiling that requires cleaning.  This cooler's floors also required attention 
and cleaning (debris/trash)

43:  walk in beer cooler lacks adequate lighting:  there are missing bulbs and 
inoperable light fixtures that require replacement/repair.  

45/46/44:  physical facilities allow for areas to fall into and harbor dirt, debris, trash 
and dead crickets. These areas are underneath shelves, in the walk in cooler and 
other areas through the facility.  The rest room trash can is overflowing and requires 
attention.

Adequate ventilation and lighting; designated areas used  -   1

Non-Food Contact surfaces clean  -   1

Garbage and Refuse properly disposed; facilities maintained  -   1

BRAZOS BILLIARD 2704 E. VMB 76543

8/16/2023 Permit 100 3:00 PM

3:30 PM
8/18/2023

  -   

BUFFALO WILD WINGS 2401 EAST CTE 76543

8/21/2023 Permit 98 9:40 AM

10:10 AM
8/21/2023

FROM INSPECTION OF 8152022:

34:  Gnats in bar:  repeat

appears that the general sanitation at bar is not the issue as it is clean.  They are 
congregating around the alcohol and beer taps.  Need to hang pest strips and consult 
with professional pest control.  May need some spot cleaning, but overall, the bar is 
very clean.

42: clean the mold from the underside of soda machine next to check out station

clean the wall next to the serve through window (grill side).

Overall general sanitation very good.

No Evidence of Insect contamination, rodent / other animals  -   1

Non-Food Contact surfaces clean  -   1

CHURCHS FRIED CHICKEN - E VMB 2616 E VMB 76543
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9/8/2023

Inspections Between (inclusive): 8/1/2023 and 8/31/2023
Establishment Type Score

Bell County Public Health District

In / Out

Follow up 
Reqd.

Date Insp. 
Closed

KILLEEN

CHURCHS FRIED CHICKEN - E VMB 2616 E VMB 76543

8/15/2023 Complaint Followup 94 10:10 AM

10:40 AM 8/29/2023Customer makes the following allegations:
1.Restaurant is filthy on the inside.
2.Nasty on the outside.
3.The walls and windows are beyond filth. Need to be cleaned.
4. Floors need to be swept and mopped.

Investigation:

Allegation:

1.  restaurant is not filthy by definition of term, but attention is needed in the following 
areas:

42:  clean floor under and around equipment as/where needed

clean other surfaces as/where needed

45:  repair damaged walls/floors as required

32/42:  damaged walls in walk in cooler are required to be repaired to allow these 
surfaces to be cleaned as required

32 repair damage to other walls as needed

2.  the restaurant itself is old, but for the outside premises, the damage to parking 
lot/side walks etc. is not a violation of TFER.  The only thing of consideration in this 
respect is the deep fryer 

34/37:  old deep fryer in parking lot is caked with grease and food pariticles.  This 
item must be removed as it is attracting insects (flies).

3.  walls/windows in lobby are clean….the windows show streaking from the cleaning 
process, but this is an aesthetic issue that does not rise to the level of any violation.

4.  see #1 regarding floor maintenance and cleaning required.  The lobby floor is very 
clean at this time

Non-Food Contact surfaces clean  -   1

Environmental contamination  -   1

No Evidence of Insect contamination, rodent / other animals  -   1

Physical facilities installed, maintained, clean  -   1

Food and Non-food Contact surfaces cleanable, properly designed, and used  -   2
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9/8/2023

Inspections Between (inclusive): 8/1/2023 and 8/31/2023
Establishment Type Score

Bell County Public Health District

In / Out

Follow up 
Reqd.

Date Insp. 
Closed

KILLEEN

CHURCHS FRIED CHICKEN - E VMB 2616 E VMB 76543

8/29/2023 Complaint Followup 100 1:30 PM

2:00 PM
8/29/2023

from complaint of 8/15/2023

all items repeated, not repaired or corrected.  Facility is closed until repairs and 
cleaning have been done.

spoke with owner of the franchise who was made aware that no follow-up was 
scheduled as they are to remain closed until such time as conditions have been 
remedied.  The time it takes to be able to open under the standards required is 
dependent upon corrective actions and success in achieving those conditions.

42:  clean floor under and around equipment as/where needed

clean other surfaces as/where needed

45:  repair damaged walls/floors as required

32/42:  damaged walls in walk in cooler are required to be repaired to allow these 
surfaces to be cleaned as required

32 repair damage to other walls as needed

34/37:  old deep fryer in parking lot is caked with grease and food pariticles.  This 
item must be removed as it is attracting insects (flies).

  -   

CTC CAFETERIA 6200 WEST CTE BLDG 156 76540

8/17/2023 Permit 99 8:30 AM

9:00 AM
8/17/2023

42:  clean floor under fryers in front service area

Non-Food Contact surfaces clean  -   1

DAIQUIRI FUSION/BOOZY BEANS - KILLEEN 1207 S FORT HOOD ST 76542

8/23/2023 Permit 99 11:00 AM

11:00 AM
8/23/2023

42:  replace missing threshhold on the rear exit door.  Daylight can be seen as the 
device is missing.  May use a door sweep as well.

Physical facilities installed, maintained, clean  -   1

DAIRY QUEEN - S FORT HOOD 1220 S FORT HOOD ST 76542

8/7/2023 Permit 99 9:35 AM

10:00 AM
8/7/2023

SCORE 99

OVERALL GENERAL SANITATION VERY GOOD!

from previous inspection:

#45: REPAIR THE LEAKING PIPE AT 3 COMP SINK.  CORRECTED

8/7/2023:

45: replace damaged wall coving by soft serve fudge dispensing table

45:  repair ceiling in walk in cooler because of a leak (slight dripping) that is causing 
water to pool in the corners and under the shelves.  It currently is not posing a direct 
threat to the food.  In the interim, be sure to use mop to remove excess pooling water 
as often as necessary to reduce pooling concern.

NOTE:  repair, as needed, the wall behind new a/c units in rear storage room.

Physical facilities installed, maintained, clean  -   1
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9/8/2023

Inspections Between (inclusive): 8/1/2023 and 8/31/2023
Establishment Type Score

Bell County Public Health District

In / Out

Follow up 
Reqd.

Date Insp. 
Closed

KILLEEN

FAMILY DOLLAR - E SS LOOP 3919 EAST SS LOOP 76542

8/9/2023 Permit 96 2:20 PM

2:45 PM
8/9/2023

22:  no proof of food handler certification available, must show proof

42:  spill on floor in back storage area has dried to a sticky mess

46:  restroom has no soap or tolilet paper

Service sink or curb cleaning facility provided/ Toilet Facilities clean  -   1

Non-Food Contact surfaces clean  -   1

Food handler / no unathorized persons / personnel  -   2

FAMILY DOLLAR #11122 - W SS LOOP 105 W. SS LOOP 76542

8/7/2023 Permit 98 2:20 PM

2:40 PM
8/9/2023

27:  top two shelves of ice cream freezer has frost buildup on the ice cream product 
packaging.  This is in the back of the unit.  Need to repair problem with this ice 
buildup so product is not encased in ice.

Proper cooling method used; Equipment adequate to maintain proper temp  -   2

FUN TIME LEARNING CENTER 441 NORTH 38TH 76543

8/21/2023 Permit 100 2:20 PM

2:40 PM
8/22/2023

  -   

HALLMARK LANES CAFETERIA 4203 SHAWN DR 76542

8/8/2023 Permit 99 2:55 PM

3:25 PM
8/9/2023

42:  grease build-up on deep fryers and under pizza oven.  Clean as needed

Non-Food Contact surfaces clean  -   1

HANDY STOP GROCERY 426 NORTH GILMER 76541

8/22/2023 Permit 100 9:00 AM

9:20 AM
8/22/2023

  -   

HAWAII POKE 902 W. CTE, SUITE 1 76541

8/23/2023 Permit 99 2:25 PM

2:50 PM
8/25/2023

36 observed improper storage for wiping cloths.  Wet wiping cloths were not stored in 
sanitizing solution between uses as required.  COS

Wiping Cloths; properly used and stored  -   1

JUST FOR TOTS #2 2901 W ELMS BLDG B 76549

8/29/2023 Permit 100 9:45 AM

10:05 AM
8/31/2023

INSPECTION DONE FOR MARCH 2023 (DUE)

  -   

K POT KOREAN BBQ & HOT POT 1501 E. CTE 76541

8/23/2023 Routine 100 1:30 PM

2:15 PM
8/25/2023

  -   

KISD CENTRAL WAREHOUSE  9P 1R 5708 EAST VMB 76543
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9/8/2023

Inspections Between (inclusive): 8/1/2023 and 8/31/2023
Establishment Type Score

Bell County Public Health District

In / Out

Follow up 
Reqd.

Date Insp. 
Closed

KILLEEN

KISD CENTRAL WAREHOUSE  9P 1R 5708 EAST VMB 76543

8/23/2023 Permit 100 9:40 AM

10:15 AM
8/23/2023

  -   

KOINONIA CHILDRENS ACADEMY 3701 W. SS LOOP 76549

8/1/2023 Permit 0 8/1/2023
note:  clean floors in kitchen to prevent dirt/food residue buildup….

  -   

MARLBORO HEIGHTS HEAD START 918 REV. R.A. ABERCROMBIE 76543

8/8/2023 Permit 100 10:15 AM

10:30 AM
8/9/2023

  -   

MCDONALDS - (4622) S. FT HOOD 4622 S. FT HOOD RD 76549

8/7/2023 Permit 100 10:10 AM

10:35 AM
8/7/2023

SCORE 100

General sanitation good!

  -   

MCDONALDS - S FORT HOOD 1105 S FORT HOOD 76541

8/7/2023 Permit 96 8:50 AM

9:30 AM
8/7/2023

SCORE 96:

27:  walk in cooler temperature showing 51 on external digital thermometer, unit on 
"defrost".  Food temperatures "marginal" (corrected:  see the narration that follows)

cheese 53 F
eggs (commercial cooked) 51 F
Butter 49 F

the unit's air temperature at fan (via ir thermometer) is 50 F,  based on the elevated 
temperatures of the existing food, the fact that the eggs were thawing and moved up 
to the ambient temperature, it appears that there is a mechanical problem with the 
refrigerator.  A repair request was immediately called at the time of this inspection.  
The facility sent text message at 11:40 AM showing the ambient air temperature has 
now dropped to 39 F.  Based on the time frame, this is within reasonable 
consideration and the unit will be able to function to rapidly cool the foods that were 
elevated.  

45:  door sweep on rear door requires repair/replacement as there is a gap visibly 
allowing light and large enough to not be an effective barrier/preventive to pest/insect 
infiltration.

42:  minro as needed cleaning under and around equipment at front (Drive through 
and coffee service.

Physical facilities installed, maintained, clean  -   1

Non-Food Contact surfaces clean  -   1

Proper cooling method used; Equipment adequate to maintain proper temp  -   2

MICKEYS #1 3802 E SS LOOP 76543
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9/8/2023

Inspections Between (inclusive): 8/1/2023 and 8/31/2023
Establishment Type Score

Bell County Public Health District

In / Out

Follow up 
Reqd.

Date Insp. 
Closed

KILLEEN

MICKEYS #1 3802 E SS LOOP 76543

8/10/2023 Permit 90 1:20 PM

2:25 PM
8/15/2023

34/45:  hall and wall protion of the store is dirty and has dead crickets going toward 
the door of the walk in beer cooler.  Ice freezer is leaking into a bucket and the 
majority of the dead crickets are located under and behind ice freezer.  Continue with 
pest control and clean up dead insects as needed.

46: toilet facilities are not properly stocked with soap and paper towels.  Mens 
restroom requires cleaning.

7/41:  (COS):  pigs in the blanket are not in the origial package and there is not date 
on these items.  These items have been removed from the package and lack labeling 
as they are set out for individual service. They are required to be properly labeled.  
There are also several that are moldy and cannot be used.

22:  no food handler certificates are available to be verified.

43:  the lighting in the walk in beer cooler is not adequate.  Three of the five light 
bulbs do not work and one is very dim making it difficult to see in cooler.  As for the 
reach in portion of this same cooler, five of the LED lights are ony working 50%.  
Repair/replace lights as needed to provide adequate lighting.

No Evidence of Insect contamination, rodent / other animals  -   1

Food and ice obtained from approved source; good condition, safe  -   3

Physical facilities installed, maintained, clean  -   1

Adequate ventilation and lighting; designated areas used  -   1

Food handler / no unathorized persons / personnel  -   2

Non-Food Contact surfaces clean  -   1

Service sink or curb cleaning facility provided/ Toilet Facilities clean  -   1

MICKEYS #2 2000 TRIMMIER 76541

8/8/2023 Permit 99 1:40 PM

2:10 PM 8/10/202342:  Ozarka reach in cooler has wet mold on the reacks and potentiall drop this 
residue onto the tops of other items stored within the unit. 

walk in beer cooler has a lot of mold build up and requires cleaning

microwave is very dirty and requries cleaning 

follow- up to be conducted 8/10/2023 to ensure item has been corrected.

Permit application withheld pending corrections.

Non-Food Contact surfaces clean  -   1

8/10/2023 Violations Followup 100 4:25 PM

4:35 PM
8/15/2023

42:  Ozarka reach in cooler has wet mold on the reacks and potentiall drop this 
residue onto the tops of other items stored within the unit. 

walk in beer cooler has a lot of mold build up and requires cleaning

microwave is very dirty and requries cleaning 

all these items from 8/8/2023 have been corrected:  permit application is issued

  -   

MICKEYS #20 3001 OLD FM 440 76542
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9/8/2023

Inspections Between (inclusive): 8/1/2023 and 8/31/2023
Establishment Type Score

Bell County Public Health District

In / Out

Follow up 
Reqd.

Date Insp. 
Closed

KILLEEN

MICKEYS #20 3001 OLD FM 440 76542

8/7/2023 Permit 99 3:00 PM

3:30 PM
8/9/2023

42:  clean both coffee units and soda unit nozzles of buildup

beer cooler floor needs cleaning of trash and debris, product should be 6 inches off 
floor

second group of exhaust fan guards have build up that requires cleaning

clean counter under soda machine

clean white board inside ice maker

Non-Food Contact surfaces clean  -   1

MICKEYS #21 4302 EAST SS LOOP 76543

8/15/2023 Routine 96 8/15/2023
from inspection of 8/3/2022:

42: Repair hole in wall:  repeat

30:  food permit was not processed last year and this new applicaton today must be 
processed within 10 days.  If not, then the health district wil request citation from city.

42:  clean walk in cooler of mold/mildew buildup

45:  tighten loose toilet seat.

Physical facilities installed, maintained, clean  -   1

Non-Food Contact surfaces clean  -   1

Food Establishment Permit (Current, Valid, and Posted)  -   2

MICKEYS #3 902 W. JASPER DRIVE 76542

8/15/2023 Permit 96 9:20 AM

9:45 AM
8/15/2023

30. permit was never processed/obtained previous year.  Facility will have 10 
business days to process, period!.  If not complete, city will be requested to issue 
citation.

42:  clean floor under small and large soda syrup racks in rear storage room

45:  repair wall near mop sink in rear storage room.

Food Establishment Permit (Current, Valid, and Posted)  -   2

Physical facilities installed, maintained, clean  -   1

Non-Food Contact surfaces clean  -   1

MICKEYS #5 4701 CLEAR CREEK RD 76542

8/8/2023 Permit 98 10:40 AM

11:15 AM
8/9/2023

from inspection of 8/16/2022

43:  lights in beer cooler do not work and must be repaired to work:  Repeat

from this inspection:

42:  clean out walk in beer cooler doors, clean insde beer cooler ceiling.

Adequate ventilation and lighting; designated areas used  -   1

Non-Food Contact surfaces clean  -   1

MR. SWEETS 4201 OLD FLORENCE RD. STE 105 76542
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9/8/2023

Inspections Between (inclusive): 8/1/2023 and 8/31/2023
Establishment Type Score

Bell County Public Health District

In / Out

Follow up 
Reqd.

Date Insp. 
Closed

KILLEEN

MR. SWEETS 4201 OLD FLORENCE RD. STE 105 76542

8/24/2023 Permit 100 1:50 PM

2:10 PM
8/25/2023

  -   

NAMI 3 722 SOUTH FORT HOOD 76543

8/22/2023 Permit 89 10:30 AM

11:15 AM 8/31/2023from inspecition of 9/6/22:

32:  CLEAN/PAINT/RESEAL DIRTY WOOD CABINENT ACROSS FROM 3-
COMPARTMENT SINK  repeat
42:  CLEAN OR REPLACE DIRTY DOOR GASKET IN REACH IN COOLER BESIDE 
FREEZER.  Corrected

from this inspection:  Permit application is withheld until follow-up, 8/31/2023

45/42:  repair/replace laminate material for counter in sushi prep area:  cannot use 
duct tape as means of repair for surfaces in this area.  The tape and surrounding 
surfaces are dirty.

32/42:  hibatchi grill areas (underneath grill and supporting structures and surfaces in 
that area) are extremely dirty and has carpet left from the process of adding tile to the 
floor.  This carpet is extremely saturated with grease and is filthy.  Carpet must be 
removed and a very good/detailed cleaning of the area is required.

42/23/31:  bar area requires good detailed cleaning under and around equipment.  
The hand sink at the bar has no hot water due to a leaking shut off valve. This hand 
sink also did not have proper supplies.

31: one of the two restrooms (employee) is without paper towels (one closest to water 
heater).  Must properly supply hand wash sinks.

42:  clean all floor drains that need this attention.

clean any surface or equipment in kitchen that needs such attention

32/42:  any rusted metal rack, shelf or other such equipment must be made/repaired 
to be easy to clean.  Those that need this attention are visibly dirty.  This does not 
preclude the necessity to replace any of these items that cannot be brought back into 
a state as to be easy to clean.

10:  clean rolling tray rack located in the walk in cooler

32:  replace any broken lid or container

Physical facilities installed, maintained, clean  -   1

Non-Food Contact surfaces clean  -   1

Food and Non-food Contact surfaces cleanable, properly designed, and used  -   2

Adequate handwashing facillities; Accessible and properly supplied, used  -   2

Hot and Cold Water available; adequate pressure, safe  -   2

Food contact surfaces and returnables; cleaned and sanitized  -   3
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9/8/2023

Inspections Between (inclusive): 8/1/2023 and 8/31/2023
Establishment Type Score

Bell County Public Health District

In / Out

Follow up 
Reqd.

Date Insp. 
Closed

KILLEEN

NAMI 3 722 SOUTH FORT HOOD 76543

8/31/2023 Violations Followup 100 10:55 AM

11:05 AM
8/31/2023

from previous inspection:  all corrected….permit application is issued

32:  CLEAN/PAINT/RESEAL DIRTY WOOD CABINENT ACROSS FROM 3-
COMPARTMENT SINK  

45/42:  repair/
replace laminate material for counter in sushi prep area:  cannot use duct tape as 
means of repair for surfaces in this area.  The tape and surrounding surfaces are 
dirty.

32/42:  hibatchi grill areas (underneath grill and supporting structures and surfaces in 
that area) are extremely dirty and has carpet left from the process of adding tile to the 
floor.  This carpet is extremely saturated with grease and is filthy.  Carpet must be 
removed and a very good/detailed cleaning of the area is required.

42/23/31:  bar area requires good detailed cleaning under and around equipment.  
The hand sink at the bar has no hot water due to a leaking shut off valve. This hand 
sink also did not have proper supplies.

31: one of the two restrooms (employee) is without paper towels (one closest to water 
heater).  Must properly supply hand wash sinks.

42:  clean all floor drains that need this attention.

clean any surface or equipment in kitchen that needs such attention

32/42:  any rusted metal rack, shelf or other such equipment must be made/repaired 
to be easy to clean.  Those that need this attention are visibly dirty.  This does not 
preclude the necessity to replace any of these items that cannot be brought back into 
a state as to be easy to clean.

10:  clean rolling tray rack located in the walk in cooler

32:  replace any broken lid or container

  -   

PANERA BREAD - KILLEEN 1723 E. CTE 76541

8/1/2023 Permit 1 9:40 AM

10:05 AM
8/1/2023

SCORE:  99   

42:  Minor cleaning required for wall and surfaces around trash cans (as/where 
needed)

clean tray racks in various locations in facility, especially the tray cart racks

Non-Food Contact surfaces clean  -   1

PITA DE JOUR 904 N GRAY 76541

8/17/2023 Permit 100 3:10 PM

3:35 PM
8/18/2023

  -   

PIZZA HUT - E RANCIER 2503 E RANCIER 76543

8/9/2023 Permit 99 1:15 PM

1:40 PM
8/10/2023

42:  reach in cooler door and handles have food build up on them and require 
cleaning.

Non-Food Contact surfaces clean  -   1
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9/8/2023

Inspections Between (inclusive): 8/1/2023 and 8/31/2023
Establishment Type Score

Bell County Public Health District

In / Out

Follow up 
Reqd.

Date Insp. 
Closed

KILLEEN

QUICK STUFF 5301 W. SS LOOP STE 100 76542

8/14/2023 Permit 96 10:50 AM

11:20 AM
8/15/2023

43:  walk in beer cooler has two burned out light bulbs, require replacement

31:  the hand sink is currently being used for storage and does not have soap or 
paper towels.  Must be accessible and fully stocked with supplies.

45:  the floo is sticky and dirty under soda pump station and requires cleaning.

Physical facilities installed, maintained, clean  -   1

Adequate ventilation and lighting; designated areas used  -   1

Adequate handwashing facillities; Accessible and properly supplied, used  -   2

RAISING CANES - KILLEEN 1035 S FORT HOOD RD 76541

8/8/2023 Permit 100 9:30 AM

9:50 AM
8/8/2023

SCORE 100

GENERAL SANITATION 
VERY GOOD!!

  -   

ROSAS CAFÉ - KILLEEN 1110 EAST CTE 76542

8/23/2023 Permit 99 2:55 PM

3:30 PM
8/25/2023

from previous inspection:

#27: PREP COOLER FOR DRIVE-THRU NOT WORKING PROPERLY. MUST NOT 
BE USED UNTIL IT CAN MAINTAIN 41 DEGREES F OR LESS.  CORRECTED

from this inspection:

42:  wall and floor have splatter (food) by drive through and they require cleaning.

Non-Food Contact surfaces clean  -   1

ROYAL CARIBBEAN RESTAURANT 4110 S CLEAR CREEK STE 114 76549

8/24/2023 Permit 99 2:20 PM

2:50 PM
8/25/2023

42:  grease accumulation on deep fryer, table, and back wall panel, and floor.  Clean 
as required

Non-Food Contact surfaces clean  -   1

SEOUL TO GO 2901 W ELMS STE 100 76549

8/28/2023 Permit 99 1:25 PM

1:50 PM
8/31/2023

42:  General cleaning required for lowboy cooler.  Accumulation of food splatter  on 
inside walls

Non-Food Contact surfaces clean  -   1

SPECS #75- KILLEEN 2500 EAST CTE STE C 76543

8/17/2023 Permit 99 11:00 AM

11:40 AM
8/18/2023

42:  mud room and adjacent hand wash station require cleaning.  Hand sink has 
scale buildup/mud room floor is sticky.

Non-Food Contact surfaces clean  -   1

ST. JOSEPH CATHOLIC CHURCH CATERING KITCH 2903 EAST RANCIER 76543

8/16/2023 Permit 100 2:30 PM

2:45 PM
8/18/2023
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9/8/2023

Inspections Between (inclusive): 8/1/2023 and 8/31/2023
Establishment Type Score

Bell County Public Health District

In / Out

Follow up 
Reqd.

Date Insp. 
Closed

KILLEEN

ST. JOSEPH CATHOLIC CHURCH CATERING KITCH 2903 EAST RANCIER 76543

8/16/2023 Permit 100 2:30 PM

2:45 PM
8/18/2023

  -   

STAR MART #13 5504 BUNNY TRAIL STE A10 76549

8/21/2023 Permit 97 9:25 AM

10:00 AM
8/22/2023

from inspection of 8/1/22:

22 food handler certifications are not present.  The individuals present on staff are 
different from this inspection and are required to get food handler certificatons.

Repeat

from this inspection:

42:  beer cooler has a sticky area on the floor from product spill and requires cleaning

the counter under the ice machine is covered with a dark liquid substance that 
requires cleaning

the are loose canned beverages on the floor of the walk in beer cooler and the back 
storage area.  These items need to be stored on the shelves

Non-Food Contact surfaces clean  -   1

Food handler / no unathorized persons / personnel  -   2

STARBUCKS- 3120 W. SS LOOP 3120 W. SS LOOP 76549

8/10/2023 Permit 100 4:00 PM

4:15 PM
8/15/2023

  -   

STONETREE COURTYARD GRILL 1600 STONETREE DRIVE 76543

8/21/2023 Permit 98 10:30 AM

11:00 AM
8/22/2023

39:  Ice scoops are not stored properly

42:  general cleaning required for deep fyers, grill, and lowboy cooler

Non-Food Contact surfaces clean  -   1

Utensils, equipment, and linens; properly used, stored, dried and handled  -   1

SUBWAY #13875- S WS YOUNG 1805 S WS YOUNG 76543

8/21/2023 Permit 99 3:35 PM

4:00 PM
8/22/2023

42:  clean the reach in cooler doors and the cabinet doors underneath the hand wash 
station behind serving line

Non-Food Contact surfaces clean  -   1

SUNDOWN BAR & RESTAURANT 105 E HALLMARK 76541

8/28/2023 Permit 97 8/31/2023
32:  handwash sink legs are not cleanable.  Paint these legs/seal legs to render them 
smooth and non-absorbent

42:  walk in cooler door requires general cleaning on interior (food/residue build up

Food and Non-food Contact surfaces cleanable, properly designed, and used  -   2

Non-Food Contact surfaces clean  -   1
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9/8/2023

Inspections Between (inclusive): 8/1/2023 and 8/31/2023
Establishment Type Score

Bell County Public Health District

In / Out

Follow up 
Reqd.

Date Insp. 
Closed

KILLEEN

TACO BELL - CLEAR CREEK 4400 S CLEAR CREEK 76549

8/15/2023 Complaint Followup 100 2:30 PM

3:00 PM
8/18/2023

Caller makes the following allegation:
The soda fountain machine put slimy, moldy disgusting stuff in his cup.
When he mentioned it to the employee at the counter, she was unfazed by it, not at 
all concerned.

INVESTIGATION:

the soda machine was clean at the time.  The machine has 16 dispensing nozzles.  
12 of the 16 worked without any noticeable conditions as alleged.  The other 4 did not 
work.  Manager stated that recently these nozzles were malfunctioning and were 
improperly mixing syrup with carbonated water and was causing issues.  These have 
been taken off-line and a work order has been placed to repair.  It was recommended 
that management place and "out of order" sign on the affected nozzles to eliminate 
potential issues.

no follow-up necessary.

  -   

TAQUERIA MEXICO 1103 EAST RANCIER 76541

8/1/2023 Permit 1 9:00 AM

9:25 AM
8/1/2023

SCORE:  99

45:  repair eroded cement collars around floor drains as necessary (where they are 
damaged).  Recommend epoxy based cement patch

Physical facilities installed, maintained, clean  -   1

TAQUERIA MEXICO #4 3007 WEST SS LOOP 76549

8/17/2023 New Ownership Permit 99 9:05 AM

10:05 AM
8/17/2023

39:  observed bowl being used as a scoop for sugar in bulk container.  This is not an 
appropriate use for this type of item for this particular process.  Must be a scoop or 
other means that has a handle that will elminated potential contamination from the 
surfaces that are touched by hands.  (pitcher with handle will also work).
COS

Note:  general sanitation is very good and shows a significant improvement from 
previous inspection.  New ownership has really succeeded in meeting TFER 
requirements and expectations.

Utensils, equipment, and linens; properly used, stored, dried and handled  -   1

TEXAS ROADHOUSE - KILLEEN 3709 EAST CENTRAL TEXAS EXP 76543
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9/8/2023

Inspections Between (inclusive): 8/1/2023 and 8/31/2023
Establishment Type Score

Bell County Public Health District

In / Out

Follow up 
Reqd.

Date Insp. 
Closed

KILLEEN

TEXAS ROADHOUSE - KILLEEN 3709 EAST CENTRAL TEXAS EXP 76543

8/3/2023 Complaint Followup 0 10:20 AM

10:50 AM
8/3/2023

ALLEGATIONS OF COMPLAINT RECEIVED 8/2/23:

Caller makes the following allegations:
1. Roaches and mold conerns in the dishwash room.
2. Employee is putting personal beer inside the ice machine. The employee reaches 
in through out the day and pulls out his beer. He pours beer into a glass with ice and 
drinks it while on the clock.
3. Servers have to reach in and work around the beer cans to fill customer's glasses.
4. Caller has concerns about food handling practices.
5. Several employees have bad hygein practices.
6.Dishwasher does not heat water to sanitation temperature.
7. Cloth towels are used to wipe off excess food and water off of plates as they are 
pulled from the dish washer.
8. Same cloth is used for three to four hours at a time.
9. Clean clothes are kept in a locked closet because they do not want to pay to have 
the towels cleaned.
10.

INVESTIGATION
1.

34/42/45:  Did observe conditions as described, but primarily in hard to reach/out of 
the way surfaces and areas.  Did observe one live roach and gnats.  Roach was 
located in the space between support bar and frame of the drying rack to the right of 
the dishwasher.  There were no other roaches present during this inspection.  
Damaged floor tile in dishwash room must be repaired.

2.

cannot confirm this matter, no such conditions observed at this time.  Discussed with 
manager the prohibitions of this type of condition (ice used as a medium to cool foods 
where the ice will potentially be consumed with the product it cools or could 
contaminate packages of items, cannot be used to cool bottles/cans, etc.)

3.

cannot verify any practices contrary to minimal required for food safety and 
sanitation.  All availble staff are properly conducting and executing procedures in a 
manner required by law.

4.  

unknown as to the actual status of "poor hygiene".  It is not known if the complainant 
is referring to actual "personal" issues such as body odor, habits, overall cleanliness, 
or to items related to hygeine and food safety (hand washine, hair restraints, etc.).  In 
either condition, did not observe improprieties.

5.  

dishmachine showed a temperature of final rinse at 178 F (4/2023).  The static 
temperature of the booster heater (machine had not been set up) showed to be 150 
F.  The booster heater is 2 months old.  The general operational status of this type of 
heater is that it will easily obtain an output temperature of 30-40 F higher than the 
static temperature.  The manager stated that he would verify the final rinse 
temperature when they begin to use.  If not proper, he will manually sanitize and get a 
work order in for repair.

6.  

cannot confirm this.  Did observe two such towels that would not be approved for the 
purpose which has has been alleged, but did not know what there specific use for 
these two towels were, but did discuss that no towel can be used to dry dishes that 
have gone through the wash/rinse/sanitize process.  

manager states that there are towels available in bins at front that are used to wipe 
down surfaces and are not under lock/key.

NOTE:  Except for the area identified (dishwash room) the overall sanitation is very 
good.                    
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9/8/2023

Inspections Between (inclusive): 8/1/2023 and 8/31/2023
Establishment Type Score

Bell County Public Health District

In / Out

Follow up 
Reqd.

Date Insp. 
Closed

KILLEEN

TEXAS ROADHOUSE - KILLEEN 3709 EAST CENTRAL TEXAS EXP 76543

  -   

THE BLOOM COFFEE 4103 W. SS LOOP #100 76549

8/14/2023 Permit 100 10:35 AM

10:50 AM
8/15/2023

  -   

TILTED KILT 2900 EAST CTE 76543

8/22/2023 Permit 97 8:45 AM

9:15 AM
8/22/2023

34/42:  gnat presence (moderate) at bar.  General sanitation is good.  Hang pest 
strips and consult with pest control for additional control measures.  Clean floor 
drains as needed

42:  clean splatter on walls as and where needed

42/45:  replace floor in walk in cooler.  Currently it is an aluminum floor that is 
corroded and showing holes/gaps allowing water to get underneath causing subfloor 
structure damage (warping/bulging).  The current state makes it very difficult to clean 
and it shows buildup in the affected areas.

Physical facilities installed, maintained, clean  -   1

No Evidence of Insect contamination, rodent / other animals  -   1

Non-Food Contact surfaces clean  -   1

URBAN AIR 2102 JENNIFER DR 76542
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9/8/2023

Inspections Between (inclusive): 8/1/2023 and 8/31/2023
Establishment Type Score

Bell County Public Health District

In / Out

Follow up 
Reqd.

Date Insp. 
Closed

KILLEEN

URBAN AIR 2102 JENNIFER DR 76542

8/17/2023 Permit 75 3:45 PM

5:50 PM 8/21/2023Permit application with held pending follow-up 8/21/23.

pizza prep station closed down due to condtions specific to that area only.

2/27: pizza prep cooler had an observed ambient air temperature of 62 F, and was 
causing TCS foods in unit to be elevated above the maximum safe hold temperature:  
mozzarella cheese: 47 F, marinara sauce:  49 F (not TCS, but reflects affect on 
temperature in this unit.

7:  the food in this unit is considered questionable as to safety in part because of the 
temperature, but also because of the unknown time frame these foods had been in 
unit COS:  foods discarded

9:  pizza dough and french fries are not properly stored:   pizza dough, in original 
package, was open and exposed to frozen block underneath freezer fan unit.  French 
fries are in original package, but are open and surrounded by food debris and dirty 
particles.

21/22:  management on duty did not have access to food handler certifications/food 
manager certifications.  These are required to available to verify.  Will check on 
follow-up

29:  pizza prep lowboy thermometer read 39 F which is well beyond the +/- 3 F 
required for accuracy of this type of thermometer

31:  two hand wash sinks present in the facility. One behind concession counter does 
not have hand soap or paper towels and is currently being used as disposal point for 
condesate/waste drain for pepsi machine.  The other is located in the kitchen but is 
blocked by a box rendering the sink not readily accessible for use.  The automated 
dispenser for the towels is not functional, likely dead batteries and must be repaired.

33/36/39:  ware washing three compartment sink had dishes/dirt and food particles 
and old dirty dried up wiping cloths in the basin

39:  a large mixing bowl was stored in the clean dish rack but was dirty showing 
improper washing/rinsing and sanitizing and air drying,as well as, improper storage of 
such an item.  The food particles were a result of the bowl not stored to properly drain 
for air drying.

42/45:  multiple non-food contact surfaces/areas and general facility areas that are 
not clean and show neglect.  Pizza prep cooler doors and door gaskets require 
cleaning, pizza oven has moderate buildup/gease, the reach in freezer has food 
particles/debris collecting on the bottom, and ice is forming on the inside top of the 
reach-in freezer directly above the pizza dough.  Attention is needed to correct these 
items.

Non-Food Contact surfaces clean  -   1

Utensils, equipment, and linens; properly used, stored, dried and handled  -   1

Wiping Cloths; properly used and stored  -   1

Warewashing Facilities; installed, maintained, used  -   2

Adequate handwashing facillities; Accessible and properly supplied, used  -   2

Thermometers provided, accurated, and calculated; chemical/thermal test  -   2

Proper Cold Holding temperature (41F/45F)  -   3

Proper cooling method used; Equipment adequate to maintain proper temp  -   2

Physical facilities installed, maintained, clean  -   1

Food handler / no unathorized persons / personnel  -   2
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9/8/2023

Inspections Between (inclusive): 8/1/2023 and 8/31/2023
Establishment Type Score

Bell County Public Health District

In / Out

Follow up 
Reqd.

Date Insp. 
Closed

KILLEEN

URBAN AIR 2102 JENNIFER DR 76542

8/17/2023 Permit 75 3:45 PM

5:50 PM 8/21/2023Permit application with held pending follow-up 8/21/23.

pizza prep station closed down due to condtions specific to that area only.

2/27: pizza prep cooler had an observed ambient air temperature of 62 F, and was 
causing TCS foods in unit to be elevated above the maximum safe hold temperature:  
mozzarella cheese: 47 F, marinara sauce:  49 F (not TCS, but reflects affect on 
temperature in this unit.

7:  the food in this unit is considered questionable as to safety in part because of the 
temperature, but also because of the unknown time frame these foods had been in 
unit COS:  foods discarded

9:  pizza dough and french fries are not properly stored:   pizza dough, in original 
package, was open and exposed to frozen block underneath freezer fan unit.  French 
fries are in original package, but are open and surrounded by food debris and dirty 
particles.

21/22:  management on duty did not have access to food handler certifications/food 
manager certifications.  These are required to available to verify.  Will check on 
follow-up

29:  pizza prep lowboy thermometer read 39 F which is well beyond the +/- 3 F 
required for accuracy of this type of thermometer

31:  two hand wash sinks present in the facility. One behind concession counter does 
not have hand soap or paper towels and is currently being used as disposal point for 
condesate/waste drain for pepsi machine.  The other is located in the kitchen but is 
blocked by a box rendering the sink not readily accessible for use.  The automated 
dispenser for the towels is not functional, likely dead batteries and must be repaired.

33/36/39:  ware washing three compartment sink had dishes/dirt and food particles 
and old dirty dried up wiping cloths in the basin

39:  a large mixing bowl was stored in the clean dish rack but was dirty showing 
improper washing/rinsing and sanitizing and air drying,as well as, improper storage of 
such an item.  The food particles were a result of the bowl not stored to properly drain 
for air drying.

42/45:  multiple non-food contact surfaces/areas and general facility areas that are 
not clean and show neglect.  Pizza prep cooler doors and door gaskets require 
cleaning, pizza oven has moderate buildup/gease, the reach in freezer has food 
particles/debris collecting on the bottom, and ice is forming on the inside top of the 
reach-in freezer directly above the pizza dough.  Attention is needed to correct these 
items.

Person in charge present, demonstration of knowledge, and CFM  -   2

Food separated and & protected, prevented during food preparation  -   3

Food and ice obtained from approved source; good condition, safe  -   3
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9/8/2023

Inspections Between (inclusive): 8/1/2023 and 8/31/2023
Establishment Type Score

Bell County Public Health District

In / Out

Follow up 
Reqd.

Date Insp. 
Closed

KILLEEN

URBAN AIR 2102 JENNIFER DR 76542

8/21/2023 Violations Followup 100 3:00 PM

3:30 PM
8/22/2023

all items corrected, permit application is issued

Permit application with held pending follow-up 8/21/23.

pizza prep station closed down due to condtions specific to that area only.

2/27: pizza prep cooler had an observed ambient air temperature of 62 F, and was 
causing TCS foods in unit to be elevated above the maximum safe hold temperature:  
mozzarella cheese: 47 F, marinara sauce:  49 F (not TCS, but reflects affect on 
temperature in this unit.

7:  the food in this unit is considered questionable as to safety in part because of the 
temperature, but also because of the unknown time frame these foods had been in 
unit COS:  foods discarded

9:  pizza dough and french fries are not properly stored:   pizza dough, in original 
package, was open and exposed to frozen block underneath freezer fan unit.  French 
fries are in original package, but are open and surrounded by food debris and dirty 
particles.

21/22:  management on duty did not have access to food handler certifications/food 
manager certifications.  These are required to available to verify.  Will check on 
follow-up

29:  pizza prep lowboy thermometer read 39 F which is well beyond the +/- 3 F 
required for accuracy of this type of thermometer

31:  two hand wash sinks present in the facility. One behind concession counter does 
not have hand soap or paper towels and is currently being used as disposal point for 
condesate/waste drain for pepsi machine.  The other is located in the kitchen but is 
blocked by a box rendering the sink not readily accessible for use.  The automated 
dispenser for the towels is not functional, likely dead batteries and must be repaired.

33/36/39:  ware washing three compartment sink had dishes/dirt and food particles 
and old dirty dried up wiping cloths in the basin

39:  a large mixing bowl was stored in the clean dish rack but was dirty showing 
improper washing/rinsing and sanitizing and air drying,as well as, improper storage of 
such an item.  The food particles were a result of the bowl not stored to properly drain 
for air drying.

42/45:  multiple non-food contact surfaces/areas and general facility areas that are 
not clean and show neglect.  Pizza prep cooler doors and door gaskets require 
cleaning, pizza oven has moderate buildup/gease, the reach in freezer has food 
particles/debris collecting on the bottom, and ice is forming on the inside top of the 
reach-in freezer directly above the pizza dough.  Attention is needed to correct these 
items.

  -   

WENDYS - CTE 2008 E CTE 76543
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9/8/2023

Inspections Between (inclusive): 8/1/2023 and 8/31/2023
Establishment Type Score

Bell County Public Health District

In / Out

Follow up 
Reqd.

Date Insp. 
Closed

KILLEEN

WENDYS - CTE 2008 E CTE 76543

8/4/2023 Complaint Followup 100 9:40 AM

10:20 AM
8/7/2023

Caller makes the following allegations:
1. Hamburger pattie was pink in the middle.
2. Food on the floor in the lobby.
3. Lobby was dirty.

INVESTIGATION:

Lobby itself was clean, but the floor drain assoicaited with drink area requires 
cleaning (COS)

Soda machine in lobby was dirty with food debris (COS).

hamburger patty was cooked to specifications (Wendy's) and it temped at 189 F 
when complete.

No further action is necessary.

  -   
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Inspections Between (inclusive): 8/1/2023 and 8/31/2023
Establishment Type Score

Bell County Public Health District

In / Out

Follow up 
Reqd.

Date Insp. 
Closed

LITTLE RIVER ACADEMY

ACADEMY INTERMEDIATE SCHOOL  8P 2R 107 S PONDALILLY 76554

8/9/2023 Permit 100 8:25 AM

8:45 AM
8/9/2023

  -   

EL SARAPE MEXICAN RESTAURANT 104 SOUTH HWY 95 76554

8/23/2023 Complaint Followup 100 11:50 AM

12:30 PM
8/24/2023

Caller makes the following allegations:
1.Sewer water is leaking and soaking into the apartment 
property that is 10 to 15 feet away from property line.
2. The sewer water is impeding entrance to the stairs  
leading to the apartments upstairs.
3.Odiferous odor.

INVESTIGATION:

Owner was contacted byphone on day complaint filed.  

owner stated:  

recent grease trap service was done

a plumber was slated to come and clean up "mess" and 
conduct any additional service that might address any 
other issues unknown at this time.

on-site visit showed:

no foul odors present at the time

no standing or pooling water observed

some clean up needed (see plumber visit above) from 
recent clearing of drain line at access point

no issues noted inside restaurant associated with the 
concerns levied against the facility

owner did state that someone is removing sewer 
cleanout cap, but he does not know who (may explain 
odor at times)

based on the evidence at the time of the investigation, 
this issue appears to have been resolved prior to 
BCPHD arrival and will be closed/complete with no 
follow-up required.

  -   
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In / Out

Follow up 
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Date Insp. 
Closed

ROGERS

ROGERS ELEMENTARY SCHOOL  8P 2R 802 ROGERS CEMETERY RD 76569

8/18/2023 Permit 100 10:15 AM

10:50 AM
8/21/2023

  -   

ROGERS HIGH SCHOOL  8P 2R 210 ALVIN ALLEY RD 76569

8/18/2023 Permit 100 9:35 AM

10:10 AM
8/21/2023

  -   
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9/8/2023

Inspections Between (inclusive): 8/1/2023 and 8/31/2023
Establishment Type Score

Bell County Public Health District

In / Out

Follow up 
Reqd.

Date Insp. 
Closed

SALADO

CHUPACABRA Craft Beer and Kitchen 401 S MAIN 76571

8/24/2023 Permit 98 1:40 PM

2:20 PM
8/25/2023

32:  food shelving under bar is bare exposed wood.  It requires sealing (paint/clear 
coat) to render the surfaces non-absorbent/cleanable.

Food and Non-food Contact surfaces cleanable, properly designed, and used  -   2

DOLLAR GENERAL #22299 10818 FM 1670 76571

8/10/2023 Complaint Followup 93 1:40 PM

2:45 PM
8/11/2023

Customer makes the following allegations:
1. The temperature is too hot for customers and employees.
2. No A/C since May.

INVESTIGATON:

complaint is valid to the extent that the A/C unit is not working, however, this is not a 
condition that is regulated by the Health District unless the elevated temperatures in 
the facility have an adverse affect on food safety processes and equipment that 
would directly result in subsequent violations of the food code.  At this time, the 
amibient air temperature in the facility is:

front:  89 F
middle:  84 F
back:  82

the following violations are noted:

2/27:  evidence that the chicken caesar salad was exceeding maximum cold hold 
temperature.  This item was discarded.  Ambient air temperature of open air/reach in 
style cooler was 66 F.

2/27:  there were also other foods that were in this same unit, some labled "must be 
refrigerated" and some non-tcs foods that registered temperatures at and around 64 
F.  Based on this and the previous temperature indicators, it is apparent that the 
elevated air temperatures of the unit are directly affecting the unit's ability to operate 
in a manner that can safely hold foods a their required temperatures.  This unit is to 
be immediately taken out of service and until the issue can be resolved and the unit 
can properly function, it cannot be use to store any tcs foods.

the freezer units and the doored reach in coolers are working within the required 
specifications for proper cold hold and may be continued to be used as normal.

2:  all tcs foods/foods showing spoilage or conditions related to the elevated 
temperature associated with the open air cooler have been properly disposed.

30:  food dealer permit is delinquent (expired 1/31/2023) and despite a permit 
inspection on 1/17/2023 at which time the application was left at the facility to process 
and e-mail communication with DG corporate, the permit has not been renewed.  
This documentation serves to notify all responsible parties that the facility's permit 
must be renewed within 10 days from the date of this inspection which will include the 
base permit fee and all associated late fees or all necessary actions will be taken to 
ensure compliance up to and including revoking ability to sell food, legal action or 
administrative action/fines.

Proper cooling method used; Equipment adequate to maintain proper temp  -   2

Proper Cold Holding temperature (41F/45F)  -   3

Food Establishment Permit (Current, Valid, and Posted)  -   2

GREENFIELD COFFEE & TEA HOUSE 555 PACE PARK RD 76571

8/2/2023 Permit 0 3:10 PM

3:35 PM
8/3/2023

SCORE:  100
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Inspections Between (inclusive): 8/1/2023 and 8/31/2023
Establishment Type Score

Bell County Public Health District

In / Out

Follow up 
Reqd.

Date Insp. 
Closed

SALADO

GREENFIELD COFFEE & TEA HOUSE 555 PACE PARK RD 76571

8/2/2023 Permit 0 3:10 PM

3:35 PM
8/3/2023

SCORE:  100

  -   

JD'S TRAVEL CENTER 15881 SOUTH IH 35 76571

8/2/2023 Permit 1 8:30 AM

8:50 AM
8/2/2023

score 99

42:  clean inside of ice cream freezer of debris/dust

Non-Food Contact surfaces clean  -   1

LIVELY COFFEE HOUSE & BISTRO 21 NORTH MAIN STE B 76571

8/2/2023 Permit 1 9:00 AM

9:30 AM
8/2/2023

SCORE 99

42:  minor cleaning required for the floor/platform under rack beside 3-compartment 
sink

minor cleaning for the door racks and exterior surfaces of french door cooler in 
kitchen

Non-Food Contact surfaces clean  -   1

LUCY'S ICE HOUSE 805 NORTH MAIN 76571

8/24/2023 Permit 100 3:55 PM

4:10 PM
8/25/2023

  -   

SALADO GENERAL STORE #1 ROYAL STREET 76571

8/24/2023 Permit 100 2:40 PM

2:50 PM
8/25/2023

  -   

SALADO HIGH SCHOOL  8P 2R 1880 WILLIAMS RD 76571

8/17/2023 Permit 100 11:40 AM

12:20 PM
8/18/2023

  -   

SALADO MIDDLE SCHOOL  8P 2R 1169 WILLIAMS ROAD 76571

8/17/2023 Permit 100 10:50 AM

11:25 AM
8/18/2023

  -   

SALADO OLIVE OIL CO 602 OLD TOWN RD STE 5 76571

8/2/2023 Permit 0 2:45 PM

3:00 PM
8/3/2023

SCORE 100

  -   

SERENDIPITY 600 N MAIN, SUITE C 76571

8/24/2023 Permit 100 3:15 PM

3:40 PM
8/25/2023
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Establishment Type Score

Bell County Public Health District

In / Out

Follow up 
Reqd.

Date Insp. 
Closed

SALADO

SERENDIPITY 600 N MAIN, SUITE C 76571

8/24/2023 Permit 100 3:15 PM

3:40 PM
8/25/2023

  -   

SONIC - SALADO 1110 NORTH ROBERTSON ROAD 76571

8/25/2023 Permit 96 11:50 AM

12:50 PM 9/1/2023from previous inspections 
both items repeat.

permit application is withheld pending follow-up on 9/1/2023

32: cardboard used as shelf liner visibly dirty.  Cannot use this material for this 
purpose:  not easily cleanable, not non-absorbent

#42 (REPEAT FROM 9/1/20): REPLACE TORN GASKET ON RI COOLER BY 
FRYER. Repeat

from this inspection:

42:  doors/walls for both walk-in cooller and walk-in freezer are dirty with dirt/oil and 
buildup and require cleaning

floors in both walk-in cooler and walk-in freezer are dirty, especially underneath racks 
and require cleaning

floors in dry storage area are dirty especially under racks and require cleaning

45:  water filtration system is leaking and dripping water n the floor from the middle 
filter assembly.  Repair/replace as needed to correct this issue.

32:  wire racks in the walk-in cooler are rusted to the point of either requiring 
replacement or deep cleaning to remove rust to render these items cleanable as 
required.  

Non-Food Contact surfaces clean  -   1

Physical facilities installed, maintained, clean  -   1

Food and Non-food Contact surfaces cleanable, properly designed, and used  -   2

THE STRAWBERRY PATCH 209 NORTH MAIN 76571

8/24/2023 Permit 100 12:55 PM

1:10 PM
8/25/2023

  -   

THOMAS ARNOLD ELEMENTARY 8P 2R 560 THOMAS ARNOLD RD 76571

8/17/2023 Permit 100 10:00 AM

10:35 AM
8/18/2023

  -   
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In / Out
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TEMPLE

7- ELEVEN  #38995A 3805 S. GENERAL BRUCE 76502

8/30/2023 Permit 95 3:30 PM

4:15 PM
8/31/2023

2:  reach in refrigerator behind cashier counter reading 48 F.  Unit taken out of 
commission until repaired/foods in jeopardy were discarded

32:  ice chute on soda fountain machine needs cleaning of mold build-up

Proper Cold Holding temperature (41F/45F)  -   3

Food and Non-food Contact surfaces cleanable, properly designed, and used  -   2

A & J MINI MART #1 4105 S GENERAL BRUCE 76502

8/2/2023 Permit 3 9:10 AM

9:55 AM
8/2/2023

SCORE:  97

42:  CLEAN BUILDUP OF DUST ON OVERHEAD IN WALK IN COOLER

32:  WOOD STAND FOR POPCORN MACHINE IS BARE EXPOSED WOOD.  
PAINT/SEAL TO RENDER EASILY CLEANABLE/NON-ABSORBENT

Food and Non-food Contact surfaces cleanable, properly designed, and used  -   2

Non-Food Contact surfaces clean  -   1

ARBYS - W ADAMS 6490 W ADAMS 76502
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In / Out
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Reqd.

Date Insp. 
Closed

TEMPLE

ARBYS - W ADAMS 6490 W ADAMS 76502

8/9/2023 Complaint Followup 96 2:45 PM

3:20 PM
8/10/2023

complaint investigated and the investigation concluded that there were some valid 
points, but not to the extreme that was portrayed.

complaint received 8/9/2023 via TDSHS:

complaint alleges (photos) that the dining room is dirty:

visited 8/7/2023  5pm and saw the following:

floor dirty (photo), windows dirty (photo).  

tables were filthy

condiment area was nasty (ants/bugs in this area)

concerned about condition of kitchen 

Pest control measures are in place, last treatement was 6/28/23.  no insects 
observed at this time.

the window in question did have spray residue on it, but this likely came from staff 
using the wrong solution on the window, now food splatter/debris.  It will be 
addressed.

floors were free of debris.  The "buildup" on floor in lobby/entryway is not consistent 
with a public health nuisance or lack of required sanitaiton, but an aesthetic issue that 
should be cleaned for that purpose alone, but no sanitation violation is merited at this 
time.

a recommendation was made to increase frequency of cleaning of condiment area 
and containers/dispensers as they had some build up, but not enough to indicate the 
lack of cleaning on a periodic basis, but the facility needs to increase this frequency.

From previous inspection of 7/17/23:

#10: MOLD/MILDEW BUILDUP ON SODA SPIGOT & ICE CHUTE-CLEAN.  repeat

42: general cleaning around fryers and hot hold areas
hood above fryers clean as needed

repeat

Non-Food Contact surfaces clean  -   1

Food contact surfaces and returnables; cleaned and sanitized  -   3

BEST QUALITY MEATS 2418 S GENERAL BRUCE 76504

8/14/2023 Permit 100 9:00 AM

9:20 AM
8/14/2023

from 8/16/22:

#42: MOLD ABOVE CH DISPLAY UNDER SCALE-CLEAN BUILDUP.  corrected

  -   

BIRD CREEK BREWING 8 SOUTH MAIN 76501
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In / Out

Follow up 
Reqd.

Date Insp. 
Closed

TEMPLE

BIRD CREEK BREWING 8 SOUTH MAIN 76501

8/28/2023 Permit 100 9:00 AM

9:30 AM
8/28/2023

NOTE:

due to rpz valve required on 3 compartment sink, they are opting to install the auto-
chlor auto dispensing unit for 3 compartment sink on the water source for the mop 
sink.  This sink has a built in vaccuum breaker and will suffice for proper 
backflow/backsiphon requirements otherwise provided by an rpz valve.  This is 
approved by city and will not be an issue with TFER.  They will have the hoses used 
to dispense the chemicals run along the wall in the same manner as would be if 
mounted above sink, just longer to reach.

  -   

BJ'S RESTARUANT & BREWHOUSE 3550 SOUTH GENERAL BRUCE 76504

8/28/2023 Permit 97 2:50 PM

3:50 PM
8/29/2023

from inspection 9/28/22:  all corrected except as noted

31:  No hand soap available for handsink in back preparation area, no paper towels at 
handsink of the side prep area
42:  clean dirty air vent  for cookie reach in cooler

clean the metal rack of excess food partclies in the pizza reach in cooler

replace walk in cooler and walk in beer cooler moldy foam pipe insulator  REPEAT

clean under the plastic rack in the walk in cooler

note: manager states new racks are on order

45:  repair leaking 3 compartment sink faucet and 2 compartment sink

light shield is required to be reinstalled in walk in cooler

FROM 8/28/23:

32:  Cart in walk in refrigerator is damaged to the point of no longer being cleanable.  
Replacement required.

42:  ice machine requires cleaning debgris on top and mold inside

32:  meat slicer is dirty (hard to reach areas) due to lack of proper breakdown for 
cleaning.  Cleaning required

Non-Food Contact surfaces clean  -   1

Food and Non-food Contact surfaces cleanable, properly designed, and used  -   2

CANYON CREEK BEHAVIORIAL HEALTH 1201 CANYON CREEK DR TX

8/28/2023 Permit 100 12:25 PM

12:50 PM
8/28/2023

  -   

CEFCO #24 605 NORTH 3RD 76501
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In / Out
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CEFCO #24 605 NORTH 3RD 76501

8/30/2023 Permit 97 10:50 AM

11:20 AM
8/30/2023

from previous inspeciton:

#42:  clean the ceiling of spider webs (3 compartment sink area)  repeat

#45:  repair the broken door cabinet (coffee section) that is not properly closing.  
Corrected

from today

31:  hand sink next to three compartment sink is covered in items that render the sink 
not readily accessible for use

Non-Food Contact surfaces clean  -   1

Adequate handwashing facillities; Accessible and properly supplied, used  -   2

CEFCO #43 22514 SE HK DOGEN LOOP 76503

8/30/2023 Permit 95 10:00 AM

10:40 AM
8/30/2023

all corrected from previous inspection 

10:  clean the build up on the ice chute at soda machine 
42:  clean under the metal rack (trash)
45:  repair the broken air vent in reach in freezer (kitchen)

from today

32/10: ice chutes and side of soda fountain require cleaning.

Food and Non-food Contact surfaces cleanable, properly designed, and used  -   2

Food contact surfaces and returnables; cleaned and sanitized  -   3

CHEF FLACO'S GOURMET FOODS 1217 S. 1ST SUITE A 76504

8/3/2023 Permit 0 2:10 PM

2:55 PM
8/4/2023

  -   

CHICK FIL A - NEW 3303 SOUTH 31ST 76502

8/3/2023 Permit 1 8:50 AM

9:10 AM
8/3/2023

SCORE:  99

from previous inspection

42. Clean the dirty fan guards in WI Cooler REPEAT
42. Clean inside the salad (cooler) due to excess food particles  CORRECTED

Non-Food Contact surfaces clean  -   1

DICKSON EARLY CHILDHOOD CENTER 1100 SOUTH 33RD 76504

8/8/2023 Permit 100 1:45 PM

2:10 PM
8/8/2023

  -   

FAMILY FOODS MART 2512 SOUTH 5TH 76504
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In / Out
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Date Insp. 
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TEMPLE

FAMILY FOODS MART 2512 SOUTH 5TH 76504

8/16/2023 Violations Followup 100 12:00 PM

12:20 PM
8/17/2023

permit application is issued as all items listed have been corrected:

Permit with held till F/U on 8/16/23

8/01/22
22. No Food Handler Cards/cert. for employees-RPT
32. Paint/seal wood used in WI Cooler- curently raw wood exposed that is not able to 
be cleaned properly-RPT
45. General cleaning of WI Cooler (under racks)- buildup and trash present- RPT

46. No soap or paper towels present in bathrooms- replace as needed
46. bathroom handsink requires cleaning - dirty- clean as required
9. Milk stored on florr in WI Cooler- required to be up off the ground atleast 6" unless 
in appropriate containers
42. Lid on ice machine- dirty- clean as needed

  -   

GREEN'S SAUSAGE HOUSE 16483 STATE HWY 53 76501

8/2/2023 Permit 0 10:50 AM

11:10 AM
8/2/2023

SCORE 100

  -   

HIGH POINT ELEMENTARY   9P  4R 1635 STARLIGHT DR 76502

8/31/2023 Permit 100 9:45 AM

10:00 AM
8/31/2023

  -   

HONEYCUTTS GROCERY & STATION 7303 AIRPORT RD 76502

8/3/2023 Permit 0 3:00 PM

3:10 PM
8/3/2023

note:  clean inside (bottom) of beer box cooler.

clean (minor) floor under the racks in walk in cooler

  -   

JIMMY JOHNS WEST ADAMS 1514 WEST ADAMS 76504

8/11/2023 Permit 100 9:00 AM

10:00 AM
8/14/2023

NOTE:  ALL ITEMS ARE PENDING CORRECTION.  AS THE FACILITY IS 
CURRENTLY NOT OPEN TO PUBLIC, NO VIOLATION WILL BE ASSIGNED. THE 
FOLLOWING ITEMS REMAIN TO BE ADDRESSED:

show proof of food handler certifications (pending with new hires)

dumpster has not been placed but is scheduled this coming week with waste 
management.

chemical dispensers for sinks and other uses are pending installation and 
calibration/set up for use.

punch list for "finish out" construction is on-going and a good general cleanup is 
scheduled once that is complete.

  -   

LAKE BELTON HIGH SCHOOL   9P  4R 9809 FM 2483 76502
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LAKE BELTON HIGH SCHOOL   9P  4R 9809 FM 2483 76502

8/30/2023 Permit 100 8:30 AM

8:40 AM
8/30/2023

  -   

LITTLE CAESARS - S 31ST 3620 SOUTH 31ST 76502

8/9/2023 Violations Followup 100 1:30 PM

2:00 PM
8/10/2023

All items have been corrected on this follow-up 
inspection.  Permit application is issued.

PERMIT IS WITHHELD UNTIL THE FOLLOW-UP DATE 
OF 8/16/23 DUE TO EXCESSIVE LACK OF CLEANING 
AND OTHER ITEMS OF CRITICAL NATURE.

22:  food handler cards are required for employees
10:  can opener blade s dirty and requires cleaning (very 
dirty)
31/46:  hand wash sink has not paper towels or soap.  
No feasible way to properly wash hands at this sink
31/46:  hand sink in restroom has a towel dispenser that 
will not work to dispense towels. No feasible way to wash 
hands properly.
39:  dirty utensils in rack across from sink that are still 
dirty.  Were not properly washed rinsed and sanitized 
prior to storage
42:  greas trap under the sink is dirty, clean overflow and 
residual from floor and surfaces
clean/repair metal rack in walk in cooler (dirty/rusty)
tray racks for dough trays are dirty and require cleaning
dough mixer is dirty with buildup.  Clean as needed.  
Mold observed on gasket.
45:  clean dust from fan covers and ceiling in walk in 
cooler

  -   

LITTLE EINSTEINS ACADEMY 7445 & 7467 HONEYSUCKLE 76502

8/8/2023 Permit 100 3:45 PM

4:10 PM
8/10/2023

note:  yellow slide has a crack that may pose hazard to children using this equipment.  
Repair as needed

  -   

LOVE OF CHRIST FOOD & CLOTHING PANTRY 2000 W AIRPORT ROAD 76504

8/2/2023 Permit 0 10:10 AM

10:35 AM
8/2/2023

  -   

NATURAL GROCERS 3621 S GENERAL BRUCE 76504
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Closed
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NATURAL GROCERS 3621 S GENERAL BRUCE 76504

8/3/2023 Permit 1 10:40 AM

11:40 AM
8/3/2023

SCORE:  99

from previous inspection:  8/23/22

45. Repair the broken gasket- bottom area- meat and seafood drawer  CORRECTED

42:  CLEAN DRAIN VENTS ON VEGGIE COOLER

Non-Food Contact surfaces clean  -   1

NEW DAY LEARNING ACADEMY 510 E AVENUE J 76504

8/30/2023 Permit 100 2:10 PM

2:30 PM
8/31/2023

  -   

NORTH BELTON MIDDLE SCHOOL   9P  4R 7907 PRAIRIE VIEW DR 76502

8/31/2023 Permit 100 9:05 AM

9:20 AM
8/31/2023

  -   

NUEVO LEON MEAT MARKET 620 SOUTH MAIN 76504

8/30/2023 Permit 97 10:35 AM

11:00 AM
8/30/2023

from previous inspeciton: all corrected

42 replace the moldy ceiling in the bathroom 
9:  open bag of flour with no cover or lid.  Provid such protection
9:  multiple bags of tortillas observed on floor:  COS
45:  repair the wlall peeling off the post (tortilla location), repair wall peeling off in the 
kitchen, repair the metal covering in the kitchen area upper stove area, replace the 
missing tile in the tortilla area  ALL REPEAT
47:  clean and repaint the dirty door in the kitchen, replace the very rusty freezer lid 
cover; replace, clean or sand/repaint the very rusty metal racks inside the walk in 
cooler. REPEAT, REPLACE OR CLEAN RUSTY FREEZER COVER AND THE 
RUSTY METAL RACKS HAVE BEEN CORRECTED.
32:  observed dirty wooden plank inside the walk in cool.  Replace or sand and 
repaint

from previous inspections:  45:  ceiling in tortilla room: repair….corrected, 42:  clean 
fangaurds in reach in cooler: corrected, defrost walk in freezer:  repeat

34: observed two doors propped open in tortilla room that must remain closed unless 
using for entrance and exit. Fly strips are full indicating that flies are entering this 
facilty through these doors.  Doors must remain closed or put screen doors to prevent 
insects (flies) from entering. Only a couple of flies active at this time.   Several dozen 
on strips.

32: observed cardboard being used as a shelf liner for one shelf in walk in cooler.  
This is not approved material for this process (absorbent and not cleanable)

No Evidence of Insect contamination, rodent / other animals  -   1

Food and Non-food Contact surfaces cleanable, properly designed, and used  -   2

OLIVE GARDEN #1771- TEMPLE 3625 SOUTH GENERAL BRUCE 76504
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OLIVE GARDEN #1771- TEMPLE 3625 SOUTH GENERAL BRUCE 76504

8/7/2023 Permit 99 8/7/2023
SCORE 99

from previous inspection of 8/13/2022:  all corrected

42. Clean the food particle crevices of the cooler door
42. Clean under the fryer due to excess oil
42. Clean the WI Freezer floor due to excess food particles
45. Repair the leaking faucet hand sink at bar
45. REPEAT clean vents in ceiling- buildup

from inspection of 8/7/23:

42:  minor cleaning for the inside lid and under lid surfaces of salad cooler

Non-Food Contact surfaces clean  -   1

SAM ZAAR 7425 W. ADAMS #180 76502

8/16/2023 Violations Followup 99 11:10 AM

11:35 AM
8/17/2023

PERMIT APPLICATION IS ISSUED DUE TO CORRECTIONS MADE ON ALL 
ITEMS.  ONE NEW ITEM ADDED

PERMIT NOT ISSUED until corrections made. Will reasses on F/U
32. Floor of RI Cooler is dirty old cardboard. The freezer needs to be cleaned 
including the rack.
42. RI Fridge is dirty needs to have floor and racks cleaned to remove dirt/food 
particles
32/42. Side tables on both sides of stove are dirty. Cannot use cardboard as a shelf 
liner. Clean both tables of grease buildup/ food particles may replace cardboard with 
durable/ cleanable non pourous liner.
10. side boy in kitchen needs to have cutting board replaced. It is no longer 
cleanable. 
47. There are pesonal items , several, in the kitchen. Personal items cannot be 
stored or left in kitchen. 

42:  handles on reach in freezer and refrigerator require cleaning due to buildup.

Non-Food Contact surfaces clean  -   1

SAULSBURY DAY CARE 206 S.24TH 76501

8/24/2023 Permit 100 10:45 AM

11:20 AM
8/25/2023

  -   

SHIPLEY DONUTS - NORTH 31ST 115 NORTH 31ST 76504
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SHIPLEY DONUTS - NORTH 31ST 115 NORTH 31ST 76504

8/15/2023 Complaint Followup 100 1:30 PM

1:55 PM
8/16/2023

allegations:

Caller makes the following allegations:
Employee brings their child to work.
The employee handles the child and then serves the customers.
Customer is concerned about cross contamination.

INVESTIGATION

spoke withmanager, Kaylha Beech, and Shari (employee).  They are aware of the 
situation and will speak to the employee.  The child is currently not being allowed 
"behind the counter" and remains in dining room the entirety of their shift.  

as the child does not go behind the counter, there would be no violation regarding 
allowing unauthorized persons in areas restricted to such individuals.  

the facility could allow the child behind the counter provided they are supervised and 
DO NOT  go into areas otherwise prohibited. So they could be in the managers office, 
designated break area, or other areas approved and still be in compliance with TFER.  

at this time, based on the conditions relayed, there is no violation.

the following item was reviewed for correction from previous inspection (1/5/23):

42:  clean ceiling fans:  corrected

  -   

ST MARYS SCHOOL  12P 5R 1019 SOUTH 7TH 76501

8/3/2023 Permit 0 8:20 AM

8:35 AM
8/3/2023

Overall general sanitation very good.

  -   

SUBWAY - N 29TH 3 NORTH 29TH 76504

8/30/2023 Permit 100 11:30 AM

11:55 AM
8/30/2023

10 clean buildup on plastic flap inside ice machine

corrected from previous inspection

  -   

SUBWAY #5854- S 31ST 2906 SOUTH 31ST 76502

8/30/2023 Permit 97 3:10 PM

3:40 PM
8/31/2023

45:  ceiling tile missing above BIB storage rack.  Replace as required

32:  reach in refrigerator next ot bread warmer requires cleaning of mold (door 
gaskets)

From previous inspection (9/21/22):  all corrected

42:  minor cleaning required for walk in cooler floor
minor cleanin required for walk in coller fan guards
minor cleaning at service display counters (frames, structures)
clean small tray rack cart of residue buildup

Physical facilities installed, maintained, clean  -   1

Food and Non-food Contact surfaces cleanable, properly designed, and used  -   2

TACO BELL - W ADAMS 6820 W ADAMS 76502
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Inspections Between (inclusive): 8/1/2023 and 8/31/2023
Establishment Type Score

Bell County Public Health District

In / Out

Follow up 
Reqd.

Date Insp. 
Closed

TEMPLE

TACO BELL - W ADAMS 6820 W ADAMS 76502

8/15/2023 Complaint Followup 99 2:15 PM

2:50 PM
8/16/2023

complaint allegations:

Customer makes the following allegations, On August 13, 2023 Sunday, at 12:42 pm:
She ordered 4 crunchy tacos, the shells were rancid, bad taste and smell.
She got diarrhea and stomach cramps by 5:30 to 6 pm that evening.
Her symptoms were gone by August 14, Monday morning.
She has included pictures.

INVESTIGATION:

manager was made aware of the allegations and provided documentation to that end.

all foods present, including taco shells appeared to be in wholesome, sound condtion 
and there were no issues concerning storage practices/techiniques that would 
promote such conditions.

because it was associated with an alleged food born illness, temperatures for hot and 
cold hold were checked and found to be in compliance.

date marking/rotation of stock and other measures either required in TFER or by 
corporate standards were in place to prevent food quality concerns.  

NOTE:  two items were checked from previous inspection (7/27/23) and found to be:

42/45:  floor below/under soda syrup rack is dirty and requires cleaning:  corrected

42:  housing for soda machine in the drive-through has mold build-up and requires 
cleaning;  REPEAT

Non-Food Contact surfaces clean  -   1

TAQUERIA DOS AMIGOS 3 SOUTH 25TH 76504

8/29/2023 Permit 100 1:30 PM

1:45 PM
8/29/2023

  -   

TAZ INDIAN CUISINE 7373 HONEYSUCKLE DRIVE 76502

8/23/2023 Permit 100 10:30 AM

11:15 AM
8/24/2023

  -   

TEMPLE LEARNING CENTER 1100 SOUTH 33RD 76504

8/3/2023 Permit 0 9:30 AM

10:00 AM
8/3/2023

note:  one commode not working….currently has work order in for repairs.  Kitchen 
hot water currently off to repair leak, hot water will be restored once leak fixed (by end 
of day).

  -   

8/8/2023 Permit 100 1:35 PM

1:45 PM
8/8/2023

SCORE 100

  -   

TEMPLE REHAB HOSPITAL 23621 SE HK DODGEN LOOP 76504

8/3/2023 New Ownership Permit 0 3:35 PM

4:15 PM
8/4/2023

  -   
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Bell County Public Health District

In / Out
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Reqd.

Date Insp. 
Closed

TEMPLE

Temple TX FOOD MART, LLC 5421 SOUTH GENERAL BRUCE DR. 76502

8/3/2023 New Ownership Permit 2 3:20 PM

3:45 PM
8/3/2023

SCORE: 98

42:  clean soda fountain before re-instating its use.  Currently shut down waiting on 
syrup products.  Has been down for a few months.

45:  repair/patch hole in floor by cooler next to Lotto stand.

Physical facilities installed, maintained, clean  -   1

Non-Food Contact surfaces clean  -   1

THE HEALTHY PLACE 1407 SOUTH 31ST, SUITE C 76504

8/30/2023 Permit 100 2:45 PM

3:00 PM
8/31/2023

  -   

WES'S BURGER SHACK & MORE 1301 SOUTH 1ST 76502

8/3/2023 Permit 0 2:50 PM

3:15 PM
8/4/2023

  -   
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In / Out
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Closed

TROY

CREAMY DONUTS - TROY 213 N CENTRAL STE 100C 76579

8/28/2023 Permit 100 9:45 AM

10:05 AM
8/28/2023

  -   

JALISCOS TROY 213 NORTH CENTRAL STE 100 76579

8/28/2023 Permit 99 11:00 AM

11:40 AM
8/28/2023

42:  storage racks need replacing or repainting (rusty)

dust collecting on vent hood requires cleaning

dining room vents have dust accumulations that require cleaning.

Non-Food Contact surfaces clean  -   1

MAYS ELEMENTARY  8P 2R 725 W MAIN 76579

8/21/2023 Permit 99 11:10 AM

11:35 AM
8/21/2023

note from 1/27/23:  high pitched whine from walk in cooler fan has been looked at, 
not an issue.

42:  clean reach in cooler fan covers

Non-Food Contact surfaces clean  -   1

MILANO'S PIZZA 213 N CENTRAL STE 200 76579
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In / Out
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Closed

TROY

MILANO'S PIZZA 213 N CENTRAL STE 200 76579

8/28/2023 Complaint Followup 99 2:15 PM

2:40 PM
8/29/2023

COMPLAINT RECEIVED VIA DSHS E-MAIL:  ALLEGATIONS AS ENUMERATED:

PLACE IS VERY DISGUSTING

1.  BLACK STUFF ON CEILINGS AND BASEBOARDS

2.  SAME STUFF IN SODA COOLER

3.  NO ICE FOR THE SALAD BAR

4. BATHROOM IS "UNACCEPTABLE"

5.  NO LIGHT IN THE RESTROOM

6.  NO SOAP

INVESTIGATION: ALLEGTION NUMBERS AS ABOVE

3:  ice is purchased as needed, the bin that the salad bar foods sits in is also 
refrigerated.  At the time of the inspection, there was ice in the unit and foods were 
temping at an approved cold hold temperature.  The manager states that at the time 
the ice was not available, they did not set up salad bar.

5:  bathroom light fixture (ballast) is out, bu they have put a floor lamp in the restroom 
that provides adequate lighting.  It is possible that its position behind door could hide 
the lamp, that they put a sign on the door notifying the public of the location so that it 
may be turned on by user as needed.

6:  soap was available at all locations and for purposes as necessary

4.  bathroom was relatively clean with minor attention needed (trash empty, minor 
cleaning for sink)

2:  (42)  soda cooler did require attention as it was dirty in the door guides and the 
bottom shelf.  Cleaning required

1.  cleaning for baseboards and celing is recommended for aesthetic reasons only.  
The condition shows age, but not excessive neglect.

Non-Food Contact surfaces clean  -   1

RAYMOND MAYS MIDDLE SCHOOL 8P 2R 915 W MAIN 76579

8/21/2023 Permit 100 11:40 AM

12:05 PM
8/21/2023

  -   

TROY ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 8P 2R 808 E AUSTIN 76579

8/21/2023 Permit 100 10:20 AM

10:55 AM
8/21/2023

  -   

TROY HEADSTART 902 EAST MAIN 76579
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TROY

TROY HEADSTART 902 EAST MAIN 76579

8/28/2023 Permit 100 11:45 AM

11:55 AM
8/28/2023

  -   

TROY HIGH SCHOOL 8P 2R 205 N. WACO RD 76579

8/21/2023 Permit 100 12:15 PM

12:45 PM
8/21/2023

  -   
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